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AN'ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF Mary C. W~ight for the Master of Arts 
in History presented August 20, 1973. 
Title: The World of Women: Portland, Oregon, 1860-1880. 
'. APPROVED BY MEMBERS.OF.THE THESIS COMMITTEE: 
Michael M. P assi, Chairman 
Davi A. 1ioTowi tz 
The primary ~bjective of.this study is to find, statistically, 
how.the women of Portland lived out their lives. By'exptoring the role 
, . 
of ethnicity, work and family, and the inter-relationships'of these 
variables, upon their life choices, it is hoped a picture of women wi.ll 
result that can be used as a base for fur~her interpretations on ·the 
community of women and the role they play in society~ 
The study is based on data gathered from the Eighth, Ninth and 
Tenth Federal Manuscript Census ~chedules f~r ~he city of Portland and 
East Portland and utilizes a sample of 8,012 women, aged fifteen years 
or older, comprising the entire adult female popu1at~on of the city. 
4uring th~.census years of 1860. 1870 ,and 1880. The information coded 
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for each woman includes age., marital status. ethnicfty, occupation, 
, whether or not she was head of a household, the number' of c~ildren 
, present in the home, her husband's' ethnicity and a ro~gh cat'egorization 
of'his'occupatiou, the type of family structure.a~d residence. The 
.. 
. , 
data was then interpreted using a simple crose-variable program. 
The introduction sets the theoretical framework for the study 
and places it in the historiography of women and the family. Chapter I 
is a brief survey of the community of Portland and t~e development of 
its various institutions to use as a backdrop .for the general statis-
, tical ~icturs of women developed in Chapter I~. The differences 
apparent in the various ethnic groups and changes over the three census 
. periods for marital status, and intermarriage tendencies are invest~-, 
gated in Chapter IIi, and Chapter IV deals with family structure. 
Chapter V covers general work trends for women, cites several of the 
" larger occupational cohorts and: compares Portland's female. labor force 
to several other urban areas for -1880. 
Appendix A is an explanation of the methodology employ~d and some 
of the'problems encountered in the study. Appendix B is the entire 
collection of charts' extrapolated from the data by ~he program used. 
It should be noted that all.~f·the data was not utilized in this study, 
and even more information can be gotten frpm the data by the use o~ a 
. more' ·sophisticated . program. 'The author hopes to rework the data at a 
la~er date 'for a more in-depth'study. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTROD'QCTION 
. " 
The family is a basic institution or unit in all human societies. 
* --: 
-' . I~ provides the" mechanism for the perp~'tuatio~ of the species, caring:' 
: ... 
, , 
for the physical and emotional needs of its members, and for the -
socialization of individuals into the larger context of society~ The 
important, ~undamental and universal nature of the family brings forth 
'. vital question> for' the American historian. Why has the profession-
for so 'long ignored the family as a component of historical inqui~y? 
Thete is, of coure;;e, the basic problem of, the lack of large ' 
amounts of usable, traditional resources. Diaries, journals, visitors 
accounts, ~ontemporary comment, 'literature and the various for.ms-of 
family records ,have been tapped with 'varying degrees of success. The 
product has, for the most' ',part, been biased toward the upper classes 
, . 
and has given the writer almost free rein to interpret the historical 
family as he wishes. 
Sources have not been the only major obstacle to the writing of 
> 'American, fam1l~' history; orientation is another. The family is, per-
-haps, too common and munda~e a phenomenon. Historians have, in the 
\ 
, . past, expounded more exotic forms of ~eality., ~olitics, etonomics and 
diplomacy are,favorite persuasions and have been studied and revised 
and reinterpreted. 
As early as 1940, Caroline Ware called for the history of the 
inarticulate, the common people, history viewed "from the bottom up."l 
I, 
; .. ~ 
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But her call went virtually unheeded' unt~l recently •. Current Amer-
'iean ~ioblems sparked interest in aspects of the p~s~ that had hereto-
fore been ignored~ The old orientations have lost relevance during 
: the past decade and have, as Philip Greven put it, made. for "the 
, 2 
emergence of a generation" of historians. 
The new social historians se~k, according to Tamara Hareven, ' 
• • 
• an integration of neglected experiences intQ the broader field It 
of ~rican social history. and for an ~ncorporation of forgotten 
dimensions that are not necessarily restricted to certain groups or 
, ~lasse·s ... 3 The. family has thus become one of the major areas of interest. 
Philip Greven states. the ph~losophy of the new social historians 
dealing'with the family: 
Our works reflect the belief that historians must 'seek to ex-
plore'the basic structure and character of society through' 
close, detailed examinations of the experiences of individuals, 
.fainilies, and g'roups in particular communities and localities'. 
We share the assumption that historians must use the techniques 
and. questions of other disciplines, including historical demo-
graphy, sociology, and psychology, whenever they are pertinent 
to an analysis and an understanding of the past. We share a 
common conviction that social historians in the past ,have ma~e . 
too many unfounded assumptions about basic elements of exper-
ience and behaviour. In seeking more reliable answers •• ' • 
we have become aware of the value and importance of quantifiable 
data.4 . 
N~w perspectives are being sought. Historians are becoming 
familiarized with sociology, anthropology and psychology ,and their 
vartous' theories. S~ciai science methods, notably quantification, are 
being l~arned. For the historian yet another level of problems exist. 
A definiti,on ~f the field has to be constructed. John Demos states 
that the 'family history done 80 far 11 ••• has no~ been enough to stake 
out a definite area of study, with its own boundaries, internal 
". " 
!:" ' 
I ~ 
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structu~e, and guiding themes and questions. There is as, yet no ,sense 
of the major outlines of the story, and little a~=~ement ev~n about 
research procedures, source materials, and terminology. uS , 
There is, of course, lack of definition'even fQr t~e study of 
the current ~erican family, let alone the historica~ one~ ~rob1e~ 
of definiti'on and direction for the historian are compounded by the 
-legacy of the older'histories of the American family, an~ by the l~ck 
of a historical perspective within tlie socioiogy profession itself'. 
Edward N. Saveth, in a recent survey of the heritage of American -
family historiography,6 rightfully categorizes it as biog~aphy and 
geneology" nostalgic, highly subjective and generalized, grounded in 
rhetoric, unhampered by any of the burdens of proof or supportive data, 
", ,written with economic and upperclass bias and utilizing, indeed pr~ 
1iferat:lng with, ugrand theory." -Nearly the only thing that the older 
attemptg'at history of the American family have contributed to the new 
,_~ffor~s is the ,knowledge of what !!2.! to do. ~ 
, To go beyond the 'method of description, illustration or grand 
theory as' 'history requires the use of new tools. Whatever problems are ' 
inherent in the use of stati~tics ,and quantitativ~ methods, their degr~e 
'of precision and reliability are a definite move forward. Unfortunately,.' 
: '. ' 
.. ,the historian, 'unlike the sociologi~t using these methods, has only 
.' 'fragmentary and .litdted resourceso Yet surprising amounts of historical 
data can be rung from what is available. Church, township and ,later 
government records of births, deaths, and marriages, tax rolls, cou~t 
and divorce proceedings, bank ~ccountSt wills, mortgages and land title 
transfer~ls all offer posslbi1,ities for statistical historical work. 
" . 
4 
Federal 'and, in some cases, state, censuses become 'an invaluable 
resource. 
Unfortunately, this type of research is tediou.s, and requi'res a 
, great deal of ~ime" p~rserverence, and money to get results. Li~ited 
. scale then is' axiomatic. Small communities, portion$'of cities, or', 
. ' 
rural counties are, of necessity,. the most probable' areas for research'~ 
This, in turn, make~ comparative st~dies' possib~e~ It' Seems probable 
to ........ 
that while there-."will be continuity over time for the family structure~ .. ' '. '. 
I" 
I 
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different ethnic groups, regions and the'degree of urbaniza'tion or' 
industrialization will all affect the'results~ There can,be,no grand 
theory. of tQe··Am.erican: family historicall~. Through time and place, 
differ~~ces and 'change are possible, but ju4gments and generalizations 
. about the American family ·will have to wait' until more studies have 
been completed. 
This paper is an attempt at one such study of the American 
family. The small Western city of Portland, Oregon' was chosen as 
. . 
the site, and the time ~imited to the years 1860 to·lS80. Quantitative 
methods were employed to define the strUcture of.the family and other 
,variables and elements of importance. There is, however, one.major 
difference between the orientation of thi~ study and others undertaken, 
such 'as. those by Demos and Greven: this study attempts to look at the 
historieal family 'from a woman's perspective • 
. ' .. ' . Women's His tory . 
An examination of the standard histories of the United States 
. ~:. and of the his tory text-books in use in our schools raises the 
pertinent question whether women hav~ ever made any contribution 
to America~ ,national'progress that was worthy of record. If the 
:. ':. + 
r 
.. 
! . 
i' 
'. 
" , 
" 
. silence of the historians is to mean anything, it would appear 
,that one-half of our population have been negligible 'factors' 
in our country' s history • • .8" '. 
Arthur Schlesinger 
New Viewpoints in American History 
1928 
The state of affairs bas ~ changed ~uc~ in 'the forty-five years 
.. since Schlesinger wr~te ~hese lines. The recent resurgence of the 
. Wqman's Movement in the United States has raised 'the consciousness o~ 
the h1-storical profession. The old historical works of the Woman.' ~ Righ~s 
, and the Suffrage Mqvements bave been reissued. Memoirs and writings of 
th~ old leaders, political tracts and new works are being printed. 
,Book'sales are soaring. Women's Studies, ,as an, academic interest, if 
: not, department. ,has appeared 'on most American university campuses. Lip, 
B,exvice is being paid to the movement and. attempts made to ~lace women 
in ~he perspectiv~s of the various historical fields. Another "minor-
ity" is receiving vindication for p~t neglect •. 
. The' problems of doing history ,"from the bott~m up"" however,. are 
a~ ~heir 'worst when attempts are made to. write women~s history. Here 
truly,- are the inarticulate masses. Still, there are many possibilit~es 
for study, ,some as yet unexplored., Upper and middle-class women left 
some diaries and letters. In the nineteenth century, there were vast 
numbers of popular newspapers-and magazines for women and the popular 
health movement, ~s well as, the various, sundry and multitudinou$ 
barrage 9£ women's organizations, ranging from sewing circles and 
. , 
literary· societies to the Women's Christian Temperance Union and other 
reform organizations. Women left their mark on, 'and records of, the 
various movements from abolition and prohibition to the labor movement 
c 
, , 
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and socialism, these aside, of course, from their own movement for 
rights and suffrag~. Some of these aspects of wo~~'s history have 
been dealt with, but not to'the extent 'appropriate f~r such a,~jor 
, , . 
6 
,', 
tield of historical. inquiry. 'The oppot;"tunities for research and, 'for a 
: major contributio~ to historical knowledge are immenae. The whole 
ran$e 'of women's organizations and eXperiences need ',to be known.' ~d,: 
the 'framework within which women lived out their iives~ especially so. 
Is not the ,knowledge of this basic component of American SOciety' 
essential to the understanding of an era? 
, , 
" The late nineteenth century was the height of the Victorian Age, 
and the role~'~f women'were restricted, both in conceptualization and 
realization. It was, as Barbara Welter' termed it~ 'within "the cult of 
. true womanhood" that Am.erican women exist~d. 9 Piety, purity, sub': 
missiveness and domesticity were the prime virtues of woman, be she 
mother, Sister, daughter or wife. Happiness and power within the 
family were the rewards for the true woman. The ho~ was h~r proper 
sphere, the church her special domain, to raise children and care for 
her huspand her prime purpose. 
Despite the growing number of women working outside the home and 
increaSing activity in the reform movemen~s of the nineteenth century, 
for the overwhelming majority of Am.erican women, their home was their 
life. Barred from active participation in the running of. society, the 
intensity, creativity,' intelligence arid love of these women was focused 
on, and'was restricted to, the family • 
. If the family and the ~ome were the province and special domain 
. of !lineteenth century Americ~n women, how can the family be studied 
, I 
I ' 
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'historically without their perspective? . The formal patterns of family 
relations (inheritance being the prime example),are worth study~ng, 
to be sure.' Yet woman's relation to her husband, children and, possibly,. 
. ',"!ork, are even more so. 
~ ." . 
~" ': 
And, while it can.be persuasively argued th~t it is nearly 
impossible"to interpret· the actual situation of family life in terms of 
the quality of relationships~ an attempt at ,the statistical reconstruc-
tion of the f~ily and w~man's relation'to it, in terms of her age, 
. e'thnici~y, occupation, children, and husband, cannot be scorned., ·To· 
gather fact~,· even "those .so mundane as these, is essential, and perhaps, 
even revolutionary, for the interpretation of th~ role of women and 
the family in nineteenth century America. The facts are, at the le~t, 
the beginnings of the'statistical framework needed before the historical 
reality of the world women inhabited can be realized. 
Intent and Purpose 
The intent of this essay is to answer some very basic questions 
about the adult women of Portland. Did they work? At what occupations? 
When did they marry? Whom did they marry? How many children did they 
have? What role did their ethnicity play in these areas? (see Appendix 
A for a description of methodology and special problems) 
The pr;lmary :resource tapped to an'swer these q ues tiona was the 
Federal Manuscript Census Schedules for the years 1860, 1870, and 1880. 
There are certain problems in the use of data from the census tracts. 
The enumerator was to .record for each person found at an address 
their name, sex, race, age, marital status, ethnic origin, whether 
I ' 
1 
;. 
, . 
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I. 
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they could read and ~r;lte, whether they had been ill during the .year t 
the ,worth of the'i,r personal and real property (1860 and l8io oniy)., 
the n\.W1ber of months they had been unemployed '(1870 only) and the 
,', ":. ' ',' ethnic' (or state) o'rigin of th~ir parents (1880 only) • 
. A wealth C?f information, 1f it only had been recorded complete. 
" Un~ort~nately, the enumerators were careless in their coding and biases 
, often ~nterfered with their duty. Blacks and Chinese were of'ten 8ub-', 
ject to snide remarks in the margins (such as the questioning of ,occu-
pation~ or marital status). Women, 'as represented ~n the census, 
constitute a special problem.o The enumerator often ignored, or did 
. not think to ask, a woman's,occupa~ion, or even her name. 
The census, then, was subject to human frailties. And while it 
cann~t present us with an accurate picture of rea~i~y. it is' still a',· 
better source than 'none, and at least gives some scope of the situation., 
Virginia McLaughlin" s pione~ring study ,of Italians 'in Buffalo, New' York' 
around the ~urn of the centurr employed the manuscript census, and 
.' .' served, in many respects, as a model f or this study. She explain~: 
,Manuseript censuses are employed here because t~ey pennit 
. reconstruction of certain aspects of family life, notably house-
,hold • • • I have no illusions that ~onclusive judgements con-
cerning' familial behavior and attitudes can be inferred solely 
o~ the basis of statistics concerning household organization 
at one "point 'in time. While remaining aware that the quality 
of family life escapes statistical measurement, therefore, we 
can use censu~ data supported by other sources to at .least.hint 
~t a 'possible range of human experience within the cit YolO 
/. 
... In usi~g the ce~sus .in the study of women, yet. another proble~' /. 
is found. Women· are v~rtually impossible to trace ove.r a per~od of 
three decades or almost any period of time because their names change 
when they marry. or remarry~ (Even though, in light of the work done' 
, 
,I 
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by Stephen Thernstrom and others, we cannot even assume we would find 
them still in the city, even 1f their names did not change.) Therefore" 
this study is a block comp-arison of the results for each census y~ar 
. ( 
.. :. and repr~sents ~o contin~um. Each year must be viewed as a whole. ",Any' 
dlfferences between them have to be taken as 'new phenomenon 'an~ not the 
changing attitudes or habits of the same women. 
This paper', of necessity, was limited by time'; space and resources. 
Therefore, only a cursory survey of. other supportive data was made (see 
Chapter II)~. The contribution of statistics derived from the census," 
set in the sc~ne of the community of Portlan,d, and interpreted 'to a 
limited degree will have to suffice at this point. The data ayailab1e 
in Appendix B can be used, supported and attacked in nume~ous ways. 
The raw data is on file at the Oregon Historical Socfety" and it is 
the author,' s hope to rework the data at ,some future date. The results 
here, although based primarily on the census, at the least, present 
some sort of framework for possible interpretations, and the statis-
ti,~a1 backdrop for a picture of the women of Portland. 
There are, however, a number of other possible us'es for the 
resultant d,ata J and another intent of the p~per is to shed some light. 
on several-important areas. The. first desire, and perhaps causal 
influence for the pape.r, was to find to what extent'the family in· 
Portland' during this time period was nuclear (that is, ,consis~ing only 
. of mother t, father and children). Peter Las1ett '(The World We Have Lost), 
found for sixteenth century rural England that nuclear families were " 
the primary form of family structure, with the important exception of 
• ':.: I 
I. 
I 
i 
I' 
I 
I. 
t 
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the gentry, who had large extended households.* John Demos (A Little 
Commonwealth) found the nuclear family to be the prevailing form in 
the seventeenth century colony of Pli!nouth. Virgini~ McLaughlin found > > 
, , > 
, the same to be true for the 1ta~ians of Buffalo, although a significant 
minority took the form of extended family households. Herbert' Gutman 
documented the same tendencies for Pate'rson, New Jersey in 1880 and 
for the Italians and Jews of New York City in 1905. How was Portland 
to fit into this continuum of nuclear family patterns? 
To find the number of women working and their various occupations 
was another major objective of the study. 'Women ~ere supposedly Its,carce tl 
in the West and so, it has been theorized, were more independent, more 
respected and more vital to the:working of society. ,This proposition 
is put forward to'exp1ain, in part, the success of the 'suffra$e move~ 
me~t in the Western states., If women were II in 'demand," did this 
, effec,t work patterns~ Portland was, throughout this period, ess'ential1y 
pre-indu~trial and so offers an opport~nity to inves.tigate women's occu-
'pation patte'ms in the setting 'of a pre-industrial city. ' . 
The trends df~intermarriage between the d~fferent ethnic groups, 
(including native Americans) 'i~ Portland and comparison ~o othe,r areas 
, 
.. has ~ome'rel~vance 'to the working of democracy. assimilation and 
" ',Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis. 
A fourth major interest of this endeavor was to,fi~d the cultural 
differences of the various ethnic groups in relation' to the age of 
women at marriage, the number of children, the incidence of employment 
*1 'am using extended family to mean a household consisting of 
a nuclear family with kin and/or ~on-relatives present. 
" 
. , 
11 
outside the home and, the structure of ~he family. 
These expectation$ and in~enti~s are not ~ant to give the ,impres-
.' _" sion .that 'the author expects this st~dy to be the defi~ative work on 
, . , 
, four important areas of, historical inquiry" as well as that, of the 
~. . . 
: ,', ' , : " role 'ot women. Its scop~ and methodology were not constructed for 
~. • "', t 
" . ". 
• :" >-
this. ~ much 'more sophisticate~ methodology arid more research would 
be essential if'testing any one ~~ these 'theories were the purpose of' 
:.: " the' study. However ~ it would se~m fo~J.ha:rdy to completely disregard the 
. ~ . : 
' .. "> 
, " 
possible use of the results in view of their relation to the various 
'. 
theories. Some light will be shed on these areas, although,its 
importance should not be overemphasized. The findings, only show a 
possible·tendency for supporting, verifying or detracting from any 
other historical hypothesis. This essay, in and of itself, is an 
entity, and was meant to be a holistic, statistical ,view of woman's 
role in the world of family and work. No ugrand theory" of women in 
society wi~l-be presented, for the facts will speak for themselves and 
the direction of reality 'will be evident. 
'. 
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; . CHAPTER II 
• • > 
:THE COMMUNITY OF' PORTLAND, OREGON 
',' l" 1860-1880 
Port~and, Oregon. in 1860 was only a few years away ~rom its 
':b~ginnings. as a stump filled clearing in the wilderness. Yet, by 1880 
it had developed 4nto the leading commer~ial, transportation, bankin~ 
and urban center of the Pacific Northwest. The wants and needs of 
"Port1~d' S 17,577 ,ci tizens. ~y' 1880 were adni1nistered by the usual 
collection of social institutions. St'abi1ity, pemanence and estab- , 
lished respe'ctability set Portland outside the more common Western . 
urban experience' of ~'boom. It 
In order to Unde~stand women in Portland during this era, it is 
. essential-to provide as a backdrop the cultural and commercial commun-
ity. Therefore, a brief survey of commercial, industrial development 
and the rise of 'various institutions such as newspapers" churches, 
schools and cl~bs is useful. The study' of such aspects of urban devel-
opment denotes, of course, only the formalistic networks formed, and 
not those of neighborhood or personal groupings, but the lack of his-
torical records makes such limitations unavoidable. The essential . 
compo~ents for the development of a sense of community can be found in 
'th~ rise of soci~l institutions'which served as a visible nuc1e~ 
around which Portland's life evolved. 
Women (apparently) had little to do with the official, prestigious 
and powerful processes that ran the community. It seems unlikely, 
: I 
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however, ,that cultural development could have evolved without women 
playing a role, at least, in the lower or suppor~ive ranks. Unfortu-
nately,' there is 'little documented evide~ce of their par~icipation. ,," 
'The'few women's' organizations and reform movements apparent in Portland 
during the era will help indicate, the areas of activity of Portland's 
women outside the home. ' 
',The picture, can be further focused by.a broad statistical recon-
, ' , 
struction of,the community of adult women, as undertaken in Chap~er IIG 
The periphery can be)established within which women in Portland lived 
',their' lives. 
Conme rcial Developmen't 
·~ortland, situated as it was with the rich Willamette Vailey 
farming areas to its back ~nd linked to the Pacific Ocean via the 
Columbia an~ Willamette, R~vers, grew in importance as a trade, clear-
ing house and port city. Regular and p~Dmanent steamship lines, connect-
ing Portland with San Francisco and tapping the inland ~regon and 
Washington communities, were in existence as early as 1855. 1 Trade 
with the early ,California, and later Idaho, gold fields provided a 
strong stimulus t~ P-ortland's business, community •. Augmented 'by g~vern­
ment spending to fight the various Indian wars, P9rtla~d was firmly 
established by '1860. 2 
The growth of manufacturing to serve the local market and further 
development as a trade center marked the 1860's. Wheat began to be 
, . 
shipped, directly to Europe and Portland's impor'tance as an international 
port gre~. 3 , Wholesale merchants and jobbers began to supply miners and 
.. . ~. . ~~.. .:. " 
.. , . 
< , 
l 
~ , 
I 
i ' 
! 
ranc::hers in 'Oregon, Washington, idah~" Mon'tana a~d Wyomirig•4 Coris'erva-, 
. tive, and sound, ,banking practices gave Portland 'regional domina~ce " 
" as ~ financial ~e~ter.5 But reiative isolation, the iack of a tran~-
, . 
continental' railroad, the insuing high costs and a major fire ,sweeping' , , 
twenty-two,blocks of downtown Portland in 1873 all handicapped 8ignif1-- " '. " 
, .. > ~,~' .. , 
cant g~owth during that decade. 6 
, The railroad, wh1ch was' to prove vital in Portlana's development, 
. , 
was the center of a complex and .raging, c~ntroversy from ,1863 almos~ 
" : to the ~omp1eti~n of the tranScOntine'nt,a1 line in 1883., The 'railroa~, 
, the United States Corps of Engineers dredging of the Columbia and" 
Willamette Rivers, and the rapid population growth all stimulated 
7 trade and manufacturing by 1880. The city's business life was marked 
by its conservative business leaders who sough,t the stabili~y of local 
markets" investing and banki~g, to the detriment of'expansion and 
signif~cant growth of manufacturing. 8 
TABLE I 
MANUFACTURING IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY* 
Year Number of Firms Capitalization Employees Value of Produce 
1860 
,: 1870 
'1880 
50 . 
307 
162 
$ 300,000 
$ 1,574,000 
$ 1,958,000 
167 
1,142 
1,050 
$ 460,000 
$ 2,699,000 
$ 2,867,000 
, *Adapted from data presented in Portland, Oregon, 1840-1890: A 
Social and Economic History, Paul G. Merriam, unpub. dissertation, 
University of Oregon~ 1971, p. 301~ 
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As 'a ~mall, self-contpined, stable, urban center, Portland offered 
few occupations to women in the business sphere. Without factories, 
working class women had lit,tle importance ~or the business community, 
'e;accept as ,cons~ers. There 'were 'a small: number of female proprietors 
, ;.: ... .':,':':' 'serving the city by 1880, but such 'opportunities were limited. ',Most 
. . ... : ~; 
:: .. ',:' " , women, who were' employed, fomtd 'wor~ in 
" >', ~ l, ... ~ l. • ~ , • • • ~ • 
the services, such as domesties, 
\ 
':: teachers, nurses and clerk,s'~ 
Newspapers 
Newspapers, as virtually the only communication system in the 
( , 
ninet'eenth century" played an important 'role in the community. They 
connected an isolated city, such as Portland, to national and i~ter-
.. ' 
national events. By printing local news, they served as a focus and 
initiator of community pride, politics and action. Portland, as was 
perhaps typical of the era, had a flourishing newspape~ trade. Numer-
• 1 • 
OU&~ dailies and weeklies commenced publication, most only to die a 
quick death. The survivors offered the city a continuum and stability 
in its'news source. 
, : 
From l859-l870'eleven dailies began publication, and although' , 
,only The Oregonian' (1850-present), lasted throughout the p~riod, two' 
t " 
. ", 
others survived more than five ye~rs (Democratic Standard, 1854-1859, 
Oregon Herald, l8~6~1873).9 The telegraph connection to San Francisco, 
'completed in 1864, provided Portland with a wider range of outside newso 
I: 
! ' 
!' 
l By the 1870's Portland's growing ,and more affluent population could 
apparently sup~ort a larger and more, diversified newspaper business. IO 
Dailies during this, period included the Daily Bulletin (1870-l875)~ 
i ' ! . 
I· 
I" 
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The Commercial Reporter (later renamed the Bulletin, 1872-1882), the 
Standard (1876-1886)', and the Evening Telegram (1877-1931),' a1thoug~ 
the 1880' s saW' only one new 'daily, the Northwest ~ews (l,8~3-~888) .11 
The Oregonian and the -Evening Te1esram. proved to be the mos't· 
important dailies during the 1870-1880 period, and reflected the pp1it-
, . 
ieal persuasion of the city (both were Repub1~can). The use of local 
reporting staffs began to be common practice by 1680 and so the city," 
as it g~ew' in size, could.keep contact with the tempo and direction 
of community activities and interests. 12 
Weekly papers also gave depth and diversity to ,the·news'scene 
~ and showed' the imp'ortant special interests of the: community_ Church. 
, presses emerged 'to occupy a vital.posit~on early in ~ort1and's ~evelop~ 
'~ent_ The ~acific Christian Advocate (Methodist) 'moved to Portland in· 
. . 
1859 and p.ub1~shed throughout the period. The Catholic Sentina1 
(1870-present), the Oregon Churchman '(Episcopal, 1871) and the Pacific 
'Baptis~ '(1877) 13 represented other denominations as major re~igious . 
n~wspal'ers • 
, Other sp~cial interest advocates also prospered in:Portland. The 
North Pacific' Rural Spirit (1879) had a state-w~de circ~lation anG 
appealed ,to farming interests~ The Weekly Pacific Express (1875) advo-. 
cated the Knights of Labor and the Union Labor Party. The New North-' 
. . 
west (1871-1887), edited ~y regional suffrage leader Abigail Scott 
Duniway, advanced woman suffrage. Prohibi~ionist papers grew in. 
importance after 1880 (Fire and Hammer, 1883, the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union paper Prohibition Star; 1886), but were' represented 
14 in the 1870's only by the Temperance Star (1874). 
.. 
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Portland foreign language press, e~erging in the 1870's, was 
dominated by the Germans. The Oregon Deutsche 'Zeitung' (186&-1884) had 
a state-wide read~rship and the S~aats Zeitung (l877-l890) was important 
, 15 
in the Portland community. 
What was the relationship of women to the press? They obviously / 
provided readership to the various ,publications. In light of the 
importan~ role filled by women in the church, the religious'presses 
were 'undoubtedly widely read ,by women. The temperance newspapers, 
especially the W.e.T.U. paper, served a special interest group domi-
nated by women. The New Northwest advocated woman's rights and suffrage 
and provided ',national news on ~he movement and other items pertinent 
" ,. to woman's emanci.p,ation! These papers appealed to, even if they ~ere, 
not' spe,c1.,ficallY written' for, Po~tland' s wo;nen. 
~ . . . 
, ,Wo~en, howeve r, did not work on the newspapers in any great 
numbers. None were listed in the census as writers or-reporters, this 
apparently being a male occ~pation n~t yet ,invad~d by women. However,' 
, , 
"',: , Mrs. Duniway's paper and the Temperance Star were both e~ited by women 
. . . . ~ 
and seemed not' ~o have suffered professionally- or stylistically. ,Women 
-were '~ed to some degree by 1880 in the printing departme~ts. 
. , 
Women read, and, to a limited degree, worked on the Portland 
presses, but unfortunately received less than comprehens~ve coverag,e of 
eve~ts'or .a~tivi~ies~ and reaped condescending or derogatory editorial 
comment on various causes (sp~cifical1y 'prohibition and suffrage). The 
press, ag~in excluding the New Northwest and the Te!perance Star, was 
a conservative force in-the community and reinforced societal restraints 
on the scope and ,depth of wo~n's activities. 
" 
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The Schools' 
One of the first signs of encroaching civilization in:.the frontier 
village was the school house. The growth and d~versity of education 
facilities marks the complexity of an urban environment. The various 
issues that were raised over the school system's' purpose and programs 
serve as an indicator of the community's differing beliefs or ideol~gies 
and can set a tone for interpretation of the comm~nity. This is e~pe-
cially true for Portland's ea~lier years. 
When a school district was first drawn up in 1855, Portland ~as 
divided, with the wealthier and more populated area as distri~t #1 and 
the poorer area as district 112. When the two were consolida·ted at 
d~strict 112's reques~, the school board was dominated by the wealthy 
c~ty fathers from the former district Ill. This upper class leadership 
· was 'constant on the· school board throughout the nineteenth .. century.l6 
The public sehool sys,tem gr~w 1.7ith the c.ity. 'In 1858 the first·· 
school. building was erected and a second was added in 1866. By 1880 
Port1~nd had .five buildings and a public high sch~ol.·l7 Education 
issues were plentiful in the 1860-1870' s. After ~ public meeting de-
crying the attendance of black children in the public' sch~ol~, they 
were excluded until 1871. The issue of taxation was c~ntra1 to debates 
raging during the late 1860's, prompted by those who sent their children 
· to private schools, but still had to support the p~blic schools through 
18 
· taxation. 
The 1870's marked the professiona1ization, bureaucratization and 
st,andardization of Portland's public schools. '. The school board, in . 
k~eping wi~h the ph~losophy of the times, stressed rigid and mech~ical 
l 
i 
I· 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I, 
I 
I 
patterns for education. In 1872 a superintendent of schools was hired 
(Samuel W. King) who instituted many new programs, the most stringent 
being the semiannual exam .for promot.ion to the next grade. Controversy 
~ '.'.:.: 't ... .~:. ~ ~ 
raged~·.as. most s.tudents' failed and subsequently had their names pub- " ' .. 
~ '... 
lished. The. public was outraged and Mr. King was forced to resign in 
" 19 . . 
1877.. Although he· served as a symbol for the bureaucratization of' 
the schools, the issue continued after he left. At' 'the annual .public 
school meeting in 1880 the issue was'debated and an investigation of 
the "new" s¥stem was ordered. The report exonerated the schools. 
Private, or parochial, s~hools were no~ the center pf any major 
controversies and served an important function for the community, 
while the public schoo~ system was built u~. In 1851 the Methodist's 
Portland Academy and Female Seminary opened and provided' Port·~~nd. wi t~ 
its'only high school for many years. When,the public high school 
opened, it·eve~tually forceq the closure of the Academy in 1818. 20 
St. Mary's Academy (Catholic, 1859) functiDned as b~th' a bQar4ing 
I 
and day school and.consistentiy enrolled at. least 100 students. St. 
J~seph's Parochial Day School (l86l) also helped fill ~he need for 
education f~cilities during Portland's earl~ years. Cong~eg~tion Be~~ 
Israel opened a school the same year, teaching the standard academic 
. . 21' 
courses; as well as, Hebrew. Another need of the'commun~ty was' 
served when the National College of Business and Commerce ope~ed in 
'1866~22 P~rtland .got· a permanent medical·schoal'when the Oregon. 
Medical College .~as established in 1877. 
A boarding and day school (St. Helen' s Hall~. ·providln.g a "proper" 
education fo~ "proper" young ladies, reopened in 1869. A compani9n 
, 
; , 
I, 
. " 
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schqol, the 'Episcopal Chur~h's Bishop ~cott School, opened in 1870 and. 
~ provided a' compar,able p.rogram for' young men. Both sc;hools drew as their, 
: ' cli'entel Portla~d"s upper class youths. 23 
As evidence of the growing strength of Portiand's Ge~an;commun- , 
ity, the non-sectarian Independent German school was formed in 1870 " " 
and was run by an orga~ization to promote Ge~n culture and language. 
, . 
'The Ge~n Evangelical Reformed Church' opened' the An~lo~erman and ,'. 
I~te~ational' .Academy,: which stressed vocational and academic subj~cts~4 
Night cour'se's for adult education' were not institt;lted until 1884 
When the YMCA opened classes. The Port1and'Womans League followed 
suit two years la~er and offered night classes for working women. Both, 
programs were made part of the public school system in 1889. 25 
, Portland developed~ early in its growth, a diverse gr~up of 
educational institutions which fairly comprehensively covered the needs 
'of the community. By the 1860's it was considered proper for young 
women·to become educated in some degree, and so Portland's women 
'attended these schools'. Teaching schoo,l was one of the few' occupa-
tions considered acceptable for middle class women. In 1860 there were 
only six'women teachers, but that number ~limb~~ to twenty~six in 
1870 and reach~d ~inety-seven in 1880. Nuns, who taught in the several 
Catholic schools, were not included in this category so the~~umber of 
wom~n actual~y teaching was' greater. Miss Ella C. Sabin served as a 
principal ror.o~e of P~rtland's schools throughout the 1870's and 
became the first woman superintendent in 1889.. Otherwise, men fil,led 
the'more prestigious, and better paying,. posts in the school system 
. .' , ~ 
and served'on the school board. Women,.~ was fitting of·her role as 
I ' 
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'a: responsible motl)er, did take part in the community school meetings •. 
..' ~ f 
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,,' The Church 
...... '" 
f * "' .... 
: " ·Rel::\.gious organizations are one of the major perpetuator~ of 
cultural identity. The establishment of. churches, especially in ne~ , 
urban areas, is one of 'the dynamics of development. Portland fostered 
a wide·range of churches and d~nominations. 
, By 1860 Portland was th~ home of established churches for the 
Baptists, .Methodists, Congregationalists, Roman'Catho1ics, Episcopalians, 
, ' 
Presbyterians, and Jews. The number of institutions more than doubled 
. . by 1870. ' Lutherans, Unitarians and Spiritualists ,each organized a . 
: . house of worship. A second Portland congregation' was formed by the 
~. : 
, Roman Catholics, Jews, M~thodist~ and Congregatio~alists. Counting 
the, Chinese joss house, there were fifteen religious organizations 
,'by 1870.26 
Portland's diversifying ,population was reflected in the different 
"rethnic" churches, that began to be formed by 1870,. Blacks organized' . 
the Zion African Methodist Episcopal Church in l873! German community 
formed a number.~f ~hurches, including the German Lutheran Church (1868), 
the First 'German Evangelical Reformed Church (1874), the First ,German 
Eyangelical Church (1878) and the' German Met~Qdist Episcopa~ Church, 
(1880). The growing Scandinavian population formed the Norwegian-
Danish Me~hod~st Episcopal Church (1882), the Swe~ish Lutheran Immanuel 
Church (188~), and ,the First scand~navian Baptist 'Church (18'84).21 
Portland also had a larger percentage of Catholics and Jews than 
. 28 
Oregon as a whole, mirroring its greate~ immigrant population. 
',', . 
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There were twenty-four churches serving Portland's citizens by 
1880, and that number had i~creased to thirty-two by l885~ Religious 
institutions were a vital ·and growing component of city development. 
Mo.t of the e~rlier congregations had relocated further from . " 
the city center by 1890 and had built bigger 'buildings to accommodate 
the increasing popu~ation. Portland had a church for eyery 1008 
citizens, with an average church membership of 365 by 1890. Tile 
city's church buildings also' accounted for fifty-four percent of the 
, 29 
value of church property in the state. 
·The church was one area, 'outside the h~me, that nineteenth cen-
tury women could participate in with societal approval. Women w~re' 
the driving force and ~tren,gth of the church. An, example, of how ins,tt:u-· 
Church. in Portland. The Methodist Church was founded on, and it~ 
mi~sionar~ and refo'rm. organizations supported by, the money' raising 
activities of its woman's gUild .• 3l Such devotion was n'ot unusual, for 
the church, ,filled more than a spiri tual ro'-~ for women, al,th,ough its' 
religiousity.should not be underrated.' Still, women poured talent, 
energy, recreation~ and organization into church life. 
. A special aspect of the church conununity was the reform" social 
or benevo~ent work undertaken. Inter-denominational Protestant qrgan-
izations, such as the YMCA and the Women's Christian' Temperance Union .. 
(WCTU) were high~y successful. The Catholic Chur~~'also organi~ed 
a tempeTanc~ league, the Knight~ of Columbus and St. Vincent de'Paul 
.' -+ ~ :' 
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hospital. Other hospitals we~e formed by' the Metho~ists (the Portland 
Hospital and Mariners' Home~ 1887)' and the Episcopalians (Good 
" ' 
" .. S~aritan Hospital, 1875).32 
The chinese population was the object 'of a rather in.tensive 
missionary effort ~y several of Portland' s church~s., The First ,Baptist, 
church hired a Chinese missionary and opened a missio~ school. in 1874.'", 
Whe~,the Chinese began applying 'for ad~ission to the mother church they, 
", ~ were ad~itte'd, but had a separate chapel. The Methodists opened, a ' 
, mission in 1880 and again in '1886. The Presbyterians 'had a Chi~ese 
mission and, school, and a "home" to sav~ Chinese' women' from p~,ostitutiot;lJ3 
,Middle ~lass women, at least, were involved in the church's 
guilds and benevolent and relief societies. From the degree of activ-
ity in t~e church, it is 'apparent that wo~n felt it accepta~le in 
this area, at'least, to be involved outside the home. 
Clubs and Other' Social Organizations 34 
Portland was rife with numerous social clubs, organized, as . 
was typical of the day, into elaborate hierarchies, orders and lodges. 
The Masonic Lodges were most prominent in the ~ity, although the Odd-
.fellows were also well represented. The S~ns of Pythian·; the Grand 
Army of the Republic and ~orking Men Clubs filled out the picture. 
Temperance ~rganizations made an early debute in Portland. with 
" ;: 'the Sons o~ Temperance (1856), followed by the International Order .of 
.. ', : Good Te~plars ~d the Father Matthew's 'total Abstinence Society. 
:' i. Portland's elite gathered together in such groups as the Mu1tnomah 
1 
t· .. " , . Library Association, the Arlington Club, the Wil1amette R~wing Club 
I 
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and the Multnomah Athletic Association. 
Portland's e~hnic popula~ion 'formed associations primarily for 
mutual aid, recreation 'and 'the perpetuation of old wprld customs and 
culture. The I,risb formed the first ethnic society in 'the mid-1860's 
. (Hiberian Benevo~ent Society). 'The German community. founded a German 
, . 
8enevolent Society, the Verein Eintracht and the Independent Ger.man 
~ . . . 
School Asso'ciation •. The relatively small group of British immigrants 
fo~d a benevol~nt society, a~ 'did Portland's Jews. 
~ese organizations are of little concern to ~his ~tudy; except 
as an indication of the complexity of Portland's social life. What.is 
of interest, however, are the various wom~n's organizations. It is' 
unknown whether the list presented in the city directories each year 
(and used for this brief'survey) is even complete. But the tendencies 
for women's organizati~ns can be at least hinted'at with such a 
cursory outline. 
Women's clubs were often affiliated with a religious prganization. 
In the 1870's there was the Hebrew Ladies Benevolent Society and the 
Ladies ,guilds for the Episcopal and Trinity Churches, as well as the 
:informal groupings mentioned in the section on churches above. Charity 
or reform organizations were also prevalent. The Ladies Relief Society 
ran "the Home" for destitute women and children throughout the 1870's. 
A society to support the Good Samaritan Hospital and Qrp~anage was 
formed in 1878. W~en also began organizing into temperance societies 
.in the early 1870's. !rominent among them was the Portland's Women's 
. '. , 
Temperance Prayer League, which waged an at?tive campaign against 
"demon ruui," bU:t the WCTU and a State Temperance Union also claimed 
'.' 
" 
.. ~ .' 
',' 
i· 
many members. 
A women's literary society so common in oth~! parts of the 
country during this period, was not found in Portland,.although the 
Alpha Literary Society admitted several women. Similarly, the 
~ National Federation of Woman ',s Clubs, one of the first nation-wide, 
. " 
, powerful woman's groups, did not have a Portland chapter o~ganized 
. til the mid~ 1880' s. 
,BY' 1880 a new type of woman's organization began to appear. 
Women began to organize' lodges in a1;filiation to the men's lo'dge 
26" 
societies. Both the Oddfellows and the Good Templars listed a woman's 
lodge in 1880' (the Rebekah Lodge ,and the Lily Lodge respectively). 
Whether the growth of women's ~lubs in the later portion of this 
study's time period 'was an indication of Portland~s increasing matur-
. , 
~ty, or whether ~t was 'an indication of the rising activity of women; 
generally presumed for the late nineteenth century, cannot be discerned 
here.' It ~eems likely however, that'as Portland matur~d, middle ~lass 
women, at least, were more 1~ke1y to seek activity outside the home. 
Working class women, as dictated by their economic situation, had 
little time for outside activity. 
Temperance Activity 
Evidence of the potential women had for organization and activity 
can be found in the 'temperance movement in Portland in the mid-1870's. 
As part of a national movement then sweeping the country, Portland 
women formed a prayer league in 1874. The city already had numerous 
temperance lodges and societies, but the tempo o~ activity increased 
. 
.,' 
.. , 
.. 
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sharply with the league's formation. 
First the women circulated abstinence pledges and ~anaged to 
gather 2,117 as evidence of their activity and the community's support. 
They were backed by most of the community's ministers and churches~ 
35 
This support declined as their tactics became more militant. 
The women sent out circulars to the saloons, arguing' against 
the evils of liquor 'and asking for the closure o~ the drinking estab-
1ishments. They next visited the owners, and, when this failed to 
d~ssuaae them, took to singing and praying at the saloon's doors. 
Ta,ctics grew more aggressive as they ente-,::'ed the saloons and spoke to 
'p~trons.36 Soon they began 'to be arrested upon the saloon owners 
cqmp1aints •. After several .arrests, one group was tried~ found guilty' 
.. and sentenced to a day in ja:el •. 37 
, ,By this time, some of their more conservative support deserted 
them. This type of activity, too militant for some, did '~ool; but 
38 ' 
another approach to the problem was tried. In the city e1ec~ion in· 
, . 
~ spring of 1874 the temperance women came out in support of sympa-
thetic candidates, and (petitioned the city cou,ncil to examine liquor 
licensing and Tegu1ations as to its t~affic. Some .of the suggestions, 
,such as a high liq'll;or license 'fee" were im?~eme.nted, and can be taken 
as a.token of the influence of the temperance.women and 'the various 
39 te~perance groups. 
Portland, it can be seen, developed a varied and complex grou,p 
of social institutions 'by the year 1880. 
. . 
BUSiness, ~o~erce ~nd 
manuf~cturing gave. the city an aura of prosperity and siabilit'y .... 
.. 
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Newspapers, schools, churches and clubs showed the .development of a 
sense of conmwity. And, women participated in the cultural and 
organizational life of the city~ The.women of Portland influenced, at 
least informally, city government and the school system. They were. .' 
repre~ented in the' city's. newspapers by the New Northwest. Women ~ere 
a driving force in the' 'city's religious institutions and the temperanc~ 
mC?v~~nts. .Women o,rganized societies and club,s. And as Portlan!i grew, 
~ women played an increasingly important role in the business and 
commercial sector 'of the c~ty. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE WOMEN OF PORTLANP 
Portland's commercial and cultural growth ~ 'as qeveloped above ,. 
must be put in the perspective of' the women of the community. A brief· 
. . 
statistical, assessment can therefore aid in the interpretation of 
Portland's.deyel~pment. 
Exactly how larg~ a segment of the popul~tion were women? P~rt-
land's population in 1860 was 2,874, of wh~ch'~31 were adult,women , 
(aged' fifteen' ,years or' older) ,. By 1870 women totaled 2,251 of Port-
land's 8,293, and by 1880 had reached' 5.147 ,of 17,577. Women', as a 
percentage of' Portland's citizenry, grew from less than one-fourtn in 
1860, to a little less than one-third in 1880. Women were a consider-
able portion of the city's population and certainly too significant a 
~no~ity to completely ignore in, any historical treatment of Fortland. 
, Native born Americans comprised the larger portions of both the 
total population and the women's population, although the foreign 
born population was sizable. There were 403 native women in Portland 
in 1860. That number more than triplea by 1870 and more than doubled 
again: by 1880. In 1870 there were 1,389 native women or 61.5 percent 
of the adult female ,population. By 1880 they had rea~hed 3,369 or 
65.2 percent'. ' 
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TABLE II 
WOMEN AND PORTLAND'S POPULATION* 
1860 1870 1880 
total native-born 2,146 5,722 11,265 
native~born women 403 1,389 3,369 
, total foreign-born 728 2,571 6,.312 
,foreign-born women 228 862 1,778 
total population " 2,874 8,293 11',577 
all adult womel) 631 2,251 5,147 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, 
City of Portland'and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
The 1arge~t single group of immigrant women in both 1860 and 1870 
was the Irish,' totaling 101 and 295 respectively. And, although that 
t 
number'rose to 419 in 1889, as a percentage, of the total adult female 
population, 'the Irish declined from 13 percent in 1870 to 8 percent in 
1880. The Germans, on the other hand, rose markedly over the three, 
censuses. While numbering only 44 in 1860, they grew four-fold by 
1870 (188 or 8.2 percent) and more than doubled again by 1880 to 
508 or 9.~ percent. The British remained steady at around 5 percent 
, , 
of the female population and the Canadians ranged between 3 and 4 per-
cent. Chinese women' at 1 percent were' a small, but consistent, 
minority. As Scandinavian immigration increased,' women rose to a 2 
, percent mi~ority by 1880. (See chart on page 3~ for a'comp1ete 
breakdown of the adult female, population by'ethnic gr~up.) 
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TABLE III 
PORTLAND'S ADULT FEMALE POPULATION 
BY ETHNIC GROUP. 
'Ethnie Group '1860 1870 1880 
Native 403 · 1,389 (61.5%) 3,369.(65.2%) 
Canadian 18 85 ( 3.S%) 21'3 ( 3.9%) 
Gennan ' 44 188 .( 8.2%) '508 ( 9.6%) 
Seandinavian 4 10 (. .4%) 144 ( 2.0%)' 
Chinese 6 35 ( 1.4%) 66 ( 1.2%) 
British 26 127 ( 5.4%) 271 ( 5.1%) 
Irish .101 295 (13.1%) 419 ( 8~O%) 
French 9 28 ( 1.0%) 74 ( 1.3%) 
" 
Indian (Am.) . 5 11 ( .3%) 0 (-~ .... --) 
Black 6 38 ( 1.5%) 42 ( .7%) 
Other 9 45 ( 1.8%) ,70 ( 1.2%) 
*Souree: Federal Manuseript Census Schedules, Multnomah County~ City' 
of Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
~e age distribution for Portland's adult women was re~r~ab~y 
stable throughout ~he period, and no single cohort dominated, although 
5q p~rcent were alw~ys under 30 !ears ~f age (1860=51.5%, 1870~5l.4%t 
1880-53.0%) •. The women of Portland, then, were primarily young •. 
While married women ~redominated, as woU:ld be ~xpected, in each 
.' . 
year, their. percentage of ',the whole declined steadily from 72 ,percent 
in 1860, to 6~.9.percent in 1870, to 5999 percent in 18809 Single 
women increased, percentage-wise, from 22 percent in 1860, to 28.4. in 
. . ' 
1870, to 29.6 percent in 1880. WidQws'reached 8.4 percen~ of the adult 
w~men in 1880,. an increase from 3.0 percent in 1860 and 3.6 percent. in 
l ' 
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1870. Divorced women ~id not appear in the census until 1880, when they 
comprised 1.3 percent of the adult female population. The age' of the 
community seems to be the cause of the 'general increase in widows and 
young women, as the first settlers grew old and their children grew up. 
TABLE IV 
THE AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PORTLAND'S ADULT FEMALE POPULATION* 
Age in years 
15-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30-34 
. 35-39 
, 40-44 
,45-49 
50,":'54 
'55-59 
'1860 
99 (16.~%) 
129 (20.0%) 
131 (2,1.0%): 
115 (18.0%) 
60 ( 9.0%) 
39 ( 5.5%) 
21 ( 3.5%) 
19 ( 3.0%) 
6 ( 1.0%) 
1870 
383 (17.0%) 
383 (16.9%) 
397 (17.5%) 
321 (14.2%) 
301 (13.3%) 
198 ( 8.7%) 
106 ( 4.6%) 
70 ( 3.0%) 
42 (- 1.8%) 
1880 
898 (17.3%)-
927 (17.9%) 
772 (17.8%) 
687'(13.2%) 
549 (10.4%)-
440 ( 8.4%) 
340 ( 6.5%) 
216 ( 4.0%) 
135 ( 2.5%) 
60 plus ,,12 ( 2,.0%) 50 ( 2.0%) 183 ( 3.4%)· 
~O!At 631 (99.5%) 2,251 (99.0%) -5,147 (99~4%) 
. *Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, City , 
of Port1~d and East Portland, 'Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880.' 0 
TABLE V 
MARITAL STATUS OF PORTLAND'S ADULT WOMEN* 
}Iarita1 Status 1860 1870 1880 
Single 12'8 (22,.0%)' 663 (28.4%) ,1,530 (29.6%) 
Married 46'2' (72.0%) ~1,4l8'(64.9%) 3,095 (59.9%) 
Widowed 25 ( 3.0%) 89 ( 3.6%) 436 ( 8.4%) 
Divorced 0 (----) O· (-----) 72 ( 1.3%) 
, Other 16 ( 2.0%) 81 (.3.1%) 13 ( .8%) 
'irQ-TAl. ' 631 (99.0%) 2,251 (100% ) 5 2147 (100% ) 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, City 
of, Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 186~, 1870, 1880. 
• "ii 'Ft> 
It follows,'within the context of nineteenth centu~y America, 
that if most women were married, then few worked outside the hQme. 
While ~his proves true for Portland, the pe~centage of'th~ female 
population whose occupation was listed in' the census as housewife 
declined from 74 percent (1860) to· 6S~8 percent (1870) to 57 percent 
(1880).. This decline was offset, ,however, by, the rise in the number 
" 
of young women in school (4.5 percent in 1880, but none in 1860) and . 
those gainfully employed or working outside the home (which ros~ from 
only 11 percent in 1860, to, 19.5 percent in 1870, to almost one-fourth 
o~ ~~e female popul~tion or 23.5 percent ih 1880). Those "at home," 
but not employed was from 10 to 15 percent throughout the period •. 
TABLE VI 
OCCUP ATION~ 9F PORTLAND'S .ADULT FEMALE POPULATION~ 
Occupation 1860 1870 1880 
House~ife 475 .(74.0%) .1,488 (65.7%) 2,950 (57.0%) 
In ~chool 0 (-----) 92 '( 3.9%) 236 ( 4.5%) , 
'.'At Hqnien 91 (15.0%) 249 . (10.9%) 784 .(15.0%) 
Employed 65 (11.0%) 422 '. (19.5%) 1,177 (23.5%) 
'~OTAL 631 ( 100%) 2,251 ( 100%) 5.147 ( 100%) 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, City 
of Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
Although a majority of women were married and housewives, the 
number with no children present in the home was amazingly high.** In 
**Actual birth rate statistics were not studied. Rather, the number 
of children present in the home (and therefore still very much a part 
of the everyday life), were computed which serves as a rough gauge 
of child birth. 
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, 1860, 41 percent of the adult women had no children and that perce~tage 
climbed to 46.2 percent in 1870 and 50.9 percent in"1880. When those 
women with two children or less are combined with the childless women, 
the 'cohort reaches 'a full 73.5 percent in 1860. That proportion re-
mained stable in 1870 at 73.3 percent, but climbed in 1880 to 77.1 
percent. This can be explained to some degree by the relative youth 
of the Portland's women. However, it seems significant how few 
children were present in an era of (supposedly) large families. 
What other family patterns were prevalent1 Most families were 
simple 'conjugal (that is, father, mother and children), alth'ough the 
p~rce~tage declined from l860·to 1880. (186~49.5%, 1870-42.3%, 
1880.38.2%)',. This pa,ttern possibly occured as Portland's population 
, , 
increased, space became more in demand, ~nd families made room for 
: boarders or kin in their homes. By, compiling all the families with 
,any variation, 'of' the 'extended f,amily structure (that is, any with, 
'boarders., ,~i~'~ wards, or, any comb:f:,nation thereof), together, there were 
21 percent in 1860, 31.3 percent in 1870 and 35.1 percent in 1880 •. 
(For a breakdown of the family structure of only married. women see, 
Chapter V.) Single women totaled 29.5 percent of the adult female 
populat~on in 1860, 26.4 percent in 1870 and 26.7 percent in 1880. ! 
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TABLE VII 
CHILDREN (STILL PRESENT' IN THE HOMES OF) 
PORTLAND'S ADULT FEMALE POPULAT~ON* 
Number of Children 1860 1870 1880 
,none 256 (41.0%) 1,044 (46.2%) 2,625 (~O.9%) 
one . 102 (16.0%) 325 '(14.2%) . 762 (14.6%) 
two 1Q7 (16.5%) 294 (12.9%) 59~ (11.6%)' 
three 68 (11.0%) 208 ( 9.2%) 411 ( 8.0%) 
four ' 46 ( 6.6%) 157 ( 6.9%) . 340 ( 6.6%) 
five' . 25 ( 4.0%) III ( 4.9%) 203 ( 3.9%) 
six 16 ( 2.3%) 64 ( 2.7%). 121 ( 2.2%) 
seven -2 ( .3%) 23 ( 1.0%) 51 ( 1.0%) 
eight 7 ( 1.0%) 17 ( .8%) 15 ( .3%) 
, nine 2 ( .3%) 7- ( .3%) 16 ( .3%) 
ten! plus 0 (----) 3 ( .1%) 5 ( , .1%) 
TOTAL 631 (99.0%) 2,241 ~99.2%) 5 2147. (99.5%) 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, City 
of Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
TABLE VIII 
FAMlLY _ (HOUSEHOLD) STRUCTURE FOR 
. PORTLAND'S ADULT WOMEN* 
Family Structure 1860 1870 1880 
Conjugal 307 (49.5%), 964 (42.3%) 1,986 (38.2%) 
Extended 136 (21.0%) 608 (31.3%) 1,836 (35.1%) 
Not Applicable 188 (29.5%) 679 (26.4%) 1.325 (26.7%)' 
TOTAL '.' 631 ( 100%) 2,251-( 100%) 5 2147 ( 100%) 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, City 
of . Portland and East' Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, ,~88Q. 
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To complement the statistics on family or household structure, 
the ty~e of residence utilized by each women was computed. As' would 
be expected, .most lived in single residence dwe~lings. This ranged 
from 71, percent in 1860, to 65.4 percent in 1870, to 54 percent in 
1880. The decline in single unit dwellings can be attributed to the 
substantial increase in the number of women living with families (that 
is, young, single women still living with parents, and w~dows livi~g 
with their married children) •. Those who boarded out remained at a 
fairly constant percent, ranging from 18 to 20 percent. The growt~ 
of boarding schools, hospitals and convents increased the number of 
WOJ)len cited in the "other" cohort in the chart below. 
TABLE IX 
FORM. OF RESIDENCE FOR PORTLAND'S 
ADULT FEMALE POPULATION* 
Type of Residence 1860 1870 
Single Unit 456 (71.0%) 1,'483 (65.4%) 
Board Out 119 (19.0%) 408 (17.9%) 
Live WiFamily 45 ( 7.0%) 301 (13.2%) 
"ether" 11 ( 2.0%) 5'9 ( 2.6%) 
1880 
2,787 (54.0%) 
1,'078 (20.7%) . 
1,106 (21.3%) 
176 '( 3.2%)· 
TOTAL 631 (99.0%) 2,251 (99.1%) .5,147 (99.2%) 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Mu1tnomah County, . City 
of Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, l870~ 1880. 
What exactly do these statistics m~an? A more complete, and. 
hopefully more sophisticated anaiysis will be undertaken in the fo1low-
ing chapters. The crude data can, however, present a rough pi~ture 
of the totality of the women's connnunity in Portlan,d •. The norm 
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obviously, was to,be n~tive born, relatively young, and to be married, 
to be a housewife, with few children, living in a conjugal family' unit, 
in a single family dwelling.' Of course, in each of' thes~ areas there' 
. , , 
were sizable and signif~cant·aberrations.' There were increasing numbers 
of working women and immigrants. Extended families be~ame more co~on. 
Divorced women appeared for the first time in 1880. Yet, the relative 
continuum of, "the norm" leads to the conclusion that,. in Portland dur ..... 
. , 
ing this time period, the ,status of women was comparatively stat,ic., 
And, although the beginnings of possible changes can b,e discerned, the: 
ti.me,· period is perh~ps too early, and Portland too young ·and tinder-
developed industrially to support any major break. with the "accevted'~ 
lifestyle for women. Por;l~nd women then contributed to th~ de~elop-
, ' 
~nt' of Portland"s community primarily but not exclusively iJi their 
roles .as wives and mothers. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MARRIAGE 
Marriage was tmdoubtedly the central ingredient in the life of 
a nineteenth century wQman. And, while such personal choices are based 
on emotions, the acceptance of the institution bY,the majority of , 
women says much about their self-conception and attitude toward life. 
However, differences in marital: patterns among Portland's major ethnic 
groups and 'changes over time f,or'the community in general, show the 
gradations and variations in the marriage theme. 
The native bor;n American adult female populatio~ in Portland 
during these years was, by fat, the dominant group. ' As' such, to a 
. large de~ree, they set the norm of ~ehavior. for women agai~st which 
the other ethnic groups can be contrasted. While most native women 
were'~rried, the percentage declined 'from a high of 76 percent in 
1860 to only ,56 percent in 1880. Single women c~mprised 34.7 percent 
of the'native group in 1880, the highest of any ethnic grouping. The 
percentage of widowed women while rising over the per-iod" remained 
, . 
fairly small, reaching only 7.3' percent in 1880. 
\ 
Canadian women closely followed the American marital pattern in 
1880, ~ut showed a much higher percentage of single women'in the two 
previous.periods. This ~as due primarily to t~e large number of 
Cana,dian nuns who settled in Portland in the late l850'so 
(' 
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TABLE X 
MARITAL PATTERNS FOR NATIVE WOMEN, 1860-1880* 
Status 1860 1870 1880 
65 (16.0%) 425 '(30.6%) . 1~170 (34.7%) 
Married 308 (76.0%) 856 (61.6%). .1,890 (56.0%) 
" Widowed 19 ( 4,.0%) 57 ( 4.1%) 246, ( 7 •. 3%) 
l)ivorced 0 (----) 0 (----) , '55 .( 1.6%) 
Unknown 11 ( 2.0%) 50 ( 3.6%) 8 ( .2%) 
TOTAL 403 (98.0%) 1,388 (99.9%) 3,369 (99.8%) 
*Sour~e: . Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, 'City 
'of Portland and East Portland. Oregon; '1869, 1870, 1880. . . 
Although the Scandinavian population did not. reach significant 
numbers until f880, th~y then sho~~d a propensity to follow the American 
norm: large numbers of single women (34.2%), a small proportion of 
widows (4.3%) and a slight majority' of married women (59 .• 6%). 
TABLE XI 
MARITAL PATTERNS FOR GERMAN WOMEN, 1860-1880* 
Status 1860 1870 1880 
Single 4 ( 9.0%) 35 (18.6%) 86 (16.9%) 
Married 40 (90.0%) l~0.(79.8%) 371 (73.0%) 
Widowed 0 (-----) 6 ( 3.1%) 45 ( 8.8%) 
Divorced. 0 (-----) 0 (-----) 5 ( .9%) 
Unknown 0 (-----) 7'( 3.7%) 1 ( .1%) 
TOTAL 44 (99.0%) 188 (99.8%) 508 (99.7%) 
*Source: F~dera1 Manuscript Census Schedules. Mu1tnomah County, City 
of. Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880 • 
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The German, British and Irish groups had the mo'st conservative 
marital patterns, in that order. The German population had the high-
'est incidence of marriage in both 1860 (90.0%) and 1870 (74.8%), 
although in 1880 their 73 percent was surpassed by the Chinese (78.,7%). 
The British and the Irish had ·8 decreasing proportion of single women 
over the three census periods. : Indeed, only 12 percent of the British 
women in 1880 were single. Approximately 70 percent of both ~thnic 
groups in 1870 and 1880 were married. And, along with the black 
, , 
community, the Briti~h and the Irish had the highest percentage 'of 
widows (approximatel, 15 percent). 
TABLE XII 
MARITAL ~ATTERNS' FOR IRISH WOMEN, 1860-1880* 
Status 1860 1870 1880 
Single. 27 (26.0%)' 68 (22.9%) . 67 (15.9%) 
Married 70 (69.0%) 205 (69.2%) 286 (68.2%) 
Widowed 2 ( 1.0%) 16 ( 5.4%) 64 (15.2·%) 
Divorce.d 0 (-----) 0 (-----) 2· ( .4%) 
"Other" 2 ( 1.0%) 7 ( 2.3%) 0 (-----) 
TOTAL 81 ~97 .0%) 286 (99.8%) 419 ~99. 7%2 
*Source: Federal Manuscript 'Census Schedules, Multnomah County, Ci ty 
of' Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
The Chinese' community presents an interesting pattern of chang-
~ng marit~l status. Chinese wo~n were, in 1870,' almost totally 
single CBS. 7%), and, in 1880, almost totally marrie-d (78. 7%),. 'Th~ 
( , 
Chinese in ~ortland were the object of a rather intense vice 'cleanup 
campaign in the 1870"s, 'as well as, a concerted .missionary effort by 
I ~. • 
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various churche~ in t~e ~ity. Coupled.with the extreme sex ratio, 
" I 
. this would seem t~ explain the ~jor shift. 
The black community was decidedly small in Portland throughout 
the 'period,'but ~howed a fairly stable' tendency to follow patterns 
established by t~e white nativ~ population. There were proportion-
. ately ~ore single black women in 1870 thAn whites (39.4% ~s'to 30.6%). 
But, 'in 1880 this shifted, with a smaller percentage of'black single 
women than whi,te (26.1% to 34.7%), although the. black community had 
both a higher percentage of widows (16.6% to 7.3%) 'and a higher percent-
. age of divorc~es (2.3% to 1.6%). The smallness.of the black community, . 
c~upled with the limited opportunity for marriage outside their own 
group, may explain this slight variance. 
TABLE XIII 
THE PHENOMENON PF DIVORCE; PORTLAND, OREGON IN 1880* 
Ethnic Group Number Divorced 
Native American 5,5 
Canadian. 4 
German 5 
Scandinavian O· 
Chinese 0 
British '1 
l;rish '2 
French 3 
Am. Indian 0 
Black 1 
Other 1 
TOTAL 72 
Percentage of Group 
( 1.6%) 
( 1.8%) 
'. ( 
.9%) 
(-----) 
(-----) 
( .3%) 
( .4%) 
( 4.0%) 
. (----) 
( 2.3%) 
( 1.4%) 
Percentage of 
Divorced 
(76.3%) 
:( 5.5%) 
( 6.9%) 
(----) 
(_ .... -:--) 
( 1.3%) 
( 2.7%) 
.( 4.1%) 
(-----) 
( 1.3%) 
( 1.3%) 
(99.4%) 
*Source: Fed~ral·Manuseript Census Schedul~s, Multnomah County, City 
of Portland and East ,Portland, Oregon, 1860,1870,1880. 
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Divo~ce, as a phenomenon, was not present in Portland until . 
1880, or at ,least" was not recorded in the census until that date. As 
would be expected.' the majority of diyorced women (7~.3%) were native 
born Americans, with only a scattering throughout ~he other ethnic' 
groups_ Proportionately, the French had the highest ,rate of divorce 
(4%), although this represented only three women. Only one black 
, woman was divorced, which put the figure at 2.3 percent for that' 
community~ The German, British and Irish all had less t~an 1 percent 
divorced. which fits into their conservative marital pattern generally. 
TABLE XIV 
AGE DISTRIBUTION FOR MARRIED WO~, 1860-1880* 
Age in Years 186'0 1870 1880 
15-19 33 (33.0%) 55 (14.3%)' 85 ( 9.4%), 
20-24 93 (72.0%) 236 (61.6%) 492 (53.0%) 
25-29 107 (81.0%) , 302 (76.0%) 596 (77.2%) 
: 
30-34 96 (83.0%) 264 (82.2%) 570 (82'~ 9%) 
35-39 54 (90.0%) 241 (80.0%) 463 (84.3%) 
, 40-44 36 (92.0%) 147 (74.~%) . 342" (77. 7%) 
.' 
45-49 17 (80.0%). 77 (72.6%) . 261 (76.7%) 
50-54 17 (89.0%) 44 (62.8%) 148 (68~5%) 
55-59 4 (66.0%) 32 (76.1%) 81 (60.0%) 
60 plus 5 (41.0%) 20 (40.0%) 57 (31.1%) 
TOTAL 462 ( 1,418 3,095' 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census ,Schedules, Multnomah County. City 
of Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
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Individual ages in the year of marriage cannot 'be deduced from 
: the data used in .this study; rather marriage li~ense ,records would " 
ha~e to be consulted. However, the aggTegate ages ~f'married women 
can give a rough picture of the age women generally became married, 
, ' 
and do show tendencies and changes over the three census period. In 
1860, ?1.6 percent of .the married women were under thirt~. ' A shift 
occurred ,by 1810, in that only 41.6 percent were under thirty. While 
this was due~ 'in part,' to the growing mat~rity of the ,community, the 
, ' 
fact that the trend is' again repeated in 1880 by a further 4 percent 
, decrease seems to indicate that women were marrying at an older age. 
Indeed, when the percentage of married women in each age cohort 
is analyzed it is obvious that marriage was being postponed until a 
late~ age. Those under 19 years of age who were married de~reased 24 
percent ~etween 1860 and 1880. The 20 to 24 age group dropped 19 per-
cent and those 25 to 29 decreased 4 percent. 
. , 
The only group not to show a decrease was the jO'to 34 age cohort. 
Women in all. other age groups, however, were less likely to be married 
in 18'SO than they were in 1860, usually representing a decrease of 
from 5,to 25 percent. 
Incre~sed educational and emplpyment opportunities would seem to 
have played a role. The age of. the community and its increased safety 
as a "settled" area also seemed to have taken the pressur~ of youthful 
marriages 'from women., While this could be interpreted as the decline' 
in "demand" for wives, it also seems j~st 'as reasonable to assume that' 
,once the frontier "crises" situation was passed, marital relationships 
• > ~ • • 
could return to a more nODDal pattern. . The sex ratio cannot be the 
. , , 
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6nly expl~nation for high marital rates,' for Portland was still heavily, 
, ' 
, enough wei'ghted toward males it:l 1880 to make women "scarce." However, 
the urban community could then provide services, tha~ in the 1860 
frontier setting only a wife could fu1fi~1 • 
TABLE XV 
CHILDREN PRESENT IN TIlE HOUSEHOLDS OF MARRIED WOMEN* 
Number of Children 1860 ' 
none 114 (24~0%) 
one 91 (19.U%) 
two 101 (21.9%) 
three 
four' 
five 
six 
seven, 
eight· " 
. nine 
63 (13.0%) 
43 ( 9.0%) 
23 ( 4.~%) 
16 (3.0%) 
2 ( .4%) 
7 ( 1.0%) 
2 ( .4%) 
1870 
325 (22.9%) 
279 (19.6%) 
260, (18.3%) 
194 (13.6%) 
153 (10.7%) 
103 ( 7.2%) 
,,60 ( 4.2%) 
20 ( 1.4%) 
16 ( 1.1%) 
6 ( .4%) 
1880 
851 (27.4%) 
652 (21.0%) 
520 (16.8%) 
368 (11.8%) 
315 (10.1%) 
188 ( 6.0%) 
118 ( 3.8%) 
48 ( 1.5%) 
15 ( .4%) 
15 ( .4%) 
ten,. plus a (-----) 2 ( .1%) 5 ( .1%) 
TOTAL 462 (94.8%) 1,418 (99.5%) 3,095 (100.3%) 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Mu1tnomah County, City 
of Portland and East Por~land, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
Children as well as marriage defined the ro~e'patterns fo~ the 
. nineteenth century woman. Motherhood was. almost deified and children 
came to 'represent woman's ~?ntribution to the betterment and the build-
ing of society. The census schedules" o'f course, list only the children 
present in the household and, as such, give a limited and distorted 
picture of childbirth tendencfes. But the implications of the number 
j 
j 
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'of children present, how early in a woman's life they appear, how late 
, , 
, they stay in the home, show, in essence, . the child rearing practices 
,of the community~ 
In an era of supp~~edly large families, Portland's women had 
relatively few children in the home. Nearly one-quarter of all m~rried 
women, in all three censuse~, had no children present in the home. 
'And' approximately one-half of al+ marrie~ women had only three children 
or fewer. Family planning and birth control were apparently ~eing 
used to so~e degree~' perhaps in response to the pressures of urban 
space and economi~ ~onsiderations. 
The Germans, British, Irish and Canadians (in that order) c~n-
sistently had more hous~holds with four or more children present than 
, d~d the Anlericans. A poss.ible tendency 'for children to marry later, 
to reside in the home of 'their parent~ after adolesence, or the ideo-
logical 'opposition to family'limitation,and general ,conservatism of 
the Catholic ~urcb must be considered in the analysis of these 
differences. The Chinese community had very few children and' the· 
. , Scandinavian, native, and black populations tended to have small house-
,holds. Cultural and ethnic backgrounds did make a difference in the 
~size of households. 
The number of children in the home varied significantly accord-
ing to the age of the woman. The yo~g woman and the older woman had 
a much higher percentage of the no-child, or small households than 
did the middle-aged woman. In 1880, .. those over 60 showed a decrease 
in'childless households, perhaps due.'to offspring remaining at home to 
care for a widowed parent, more likely to occur because of the age of 
, , 
· ' 
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the c~unity. The.25 to 29 and the 30 to 35 age groups had an in- ' 
crease of one'and two child households and a general decrease in, house- . 
holds w~th' more than two children, suggesting either an o.lder ~ge at 
marr!ageor a postponement of children. 
, 'These aS'pects of mar'riage are, of course" based on personal 
choice, and analysis of trends reflect the importance 'of' age and 
,ethnicityon those choices. Whom women chose to marry is perhaps the 
most totally personal decision involved in marriage and is profoundly 
affected by things the historian c~not measure, such as physical 
and· personality attributes. Still, when considered iri asgregate, 
intermarriage (that is marriage between persons of different nativity), 
or lack of it, indicates the amount of social contact and interaction 
-between groups", Community attitudes and norms are reflected, for if 
marriage to a person from a particular ·group is considered deviant 
'. 
behavior, few will avail themse1ve~ of that otherwise open option. 
Merle Curti, in his study of Trempealeau County, Wi~consin (The 
'Making of an American Community), used the rate of intermarriage 
between the native born Americans and the vari~us ethnic groups 
present in the community as one ipdex o~ democra~y and acculturation. 
, , ,;',', ," _' " " His findings p~9ve most 'useful for ,comparison with the phenomenon 'in 
" ", 1', 
..... I • 
I 
I ' 
i 
I 
, . - Portland. " .. " 
Curti found 'only a 10 percent rate of, intermarriage in 1,860, 
although by 1880 it had risen to 29 percent. l He 'n~tes' that f~re'ign men 
were more apt to marry 'native Americans than were foreign women, and 
cites woman's "traditional" role and "lack of freedom" as an explana-:-
"ti~n 'of' this. 2, 
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TABLE XVI 
INTERMARRIAGE IN PORTLAND, OREGON * 
1860 
Husband's Nativity 
Wife's Native Can a- Ger- Scandi- Brit- Irish Other Total 
Nativity dian man navian ish Wives 
Native 273 6 6 1 12 9 1 308 
,I 
Canadian 3 0 1 1 0 0 8 
I 
.3 
German .,1' 0 37 0' 0 1 1 40 
i· 
Scandinavian 0 0 2 0 '0 0 0 ,2 
... t .. ",. British 1 ,-0 0 3 14 2 1 21 
; Irish 14 2 2 1 3 49 0 71 
Other 1 0 2 0 0 0' 10 13 
,Total Husbands 293 11 49 '6 30 61 13 463 
'TABLE XVII 
1870 
Wife's 
Husband~s Nativity 
Native Cana- Ger- Scandi-:- Brit- Irish Othe'r Total 
I Nativitx, dian navian ish Wives I, man 
Native ;711 28 37 8 42 24 7 ' 857 
I Canadian· 14 14 2 1 4 .3 0 38 
I' 
German 10 1 124 1 0 0 4 140 
Scandinavian 2 f 0 2 0' O· O· .5 
British 27 2. 4 2 ,47 8' 0 90 
.. 
I Irish 27 1 7 3 14 149 .3 204 
I I: Other 14 l' .12 1 0 1 55 84· 
i 
'rotal Husbands 805 ' 48 186" , 18 107 185 69 la 418 . 
I *Source: Federal.Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah County, City of Portland arid East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 18800 
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TABLE XVIII 
INTERMARRIAGE IN PORTLAND* , 
Wife's 
Nativity' . 
Native 
Native 
1,359 
Canadian 49 
German 23 
Scandinavian 5 
British 36 
Irish '29 
Other 7 
Total 
. . 1880 
Husband's Nativity 
Cana- Ger- Scandi-
dian man navian 
55 
47 
1 
o 
8 
9 
1 
123 
4 
311 
3 
11 
13 
16 
o 
4 
60 
,3 
4 
1 
Brit-
ish 
106 
17 
3 
o 
113 
11 
6 
51 
Irish Other Total 
Wives 
49 
7 
1 
o 
, 14 
200 
1 
178 1,890 
5 129 
,28 371 
o 68 
11 196 
20 286 
123 155 
Husbands .1,508 121 481 92 256 272 365 3,095 
*Source: Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Mu1tnomah CoUnty, City 
of Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
TABLE XIX 
,INTERMARRIAGE IN BOSTON, 1863-1865* 
Husband's Nativity 
Wife's 
Nativity 
Native- Cana- German British Irish Other &, Total 
Native-born 
Canadian 
German (includes 
S(!andinavian) 
British 
Irish 
'Other (includes 
unknown) 
born dian ~Scand) Unknown 
257 
14 
114 
233 
23 
165 
164 
o 
17 
1i4 
. 
4 
95 
15 
247 
11 
7,8 
13 
124 254 . 61 
59 78 20 
2 2 21 
78 42 14 
126 1,997 48 
3 5 154 
~,832 
593 
286 
276 
2,596 
202 
Total 3,774 464 . '459' 392 2,378 318 7,785 
*Gscar Handlin, Boston's Immigrants (Cambrid~e. Massachusetts: Harvard 
Univer~ity Press, 1959). p. 259. 
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TABLE XX 
. , 
INTERMARRIAGE IN TREMPEALEAU COUNTY, WISCONSIN* 
1860 
Husband's Nativity 
Wife's Native· Cana- Ger- Scandi- Brit- Irish Other Total 
, Nati-vity 'dian man navian ish Wives 
Native 2ii9 6 1 3 13 4 0 2.96 
Canadian 2, 6 0 '1 2 1 0 12, 
German 2 0 33 0 0 0 0 35 
Scandinavian 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 36 
" 
British 3 2 0 0' 58 .0 1 64 
Irish 0 0 0 1 0 32 0 33 
Other 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 
Total Husbands 276 14 35 41 74 37 ' .2 479 
! T~LE' XXI j. 
I 1880' 
i j' 
Husband's ,Nativity I. 
Wife's Native Cana- Ger .. Scandi- Brit- Irish Other Tota,l 
NativitI dian man navian ish Wives 
Native 709 35 ' 19 58 62 19 40 942 
" I
I' Canadian 30 '23 1 1 7 2 1 65 
I German 14 0 387 2 2 0 o· '.405 I 
I ' 
. Scandinavian " 221 2 3 1,117 0 1 0 1,34'4 
I 
I Bri,tish 3~ 1 1 1 63 3 1 103 
j. 
Irish 8 2 0 0 3 80 O· 93 
Other 10 2 26 12 2 2 0 54 
Total 
Husbands 1 1°25 '·65 437 1 2191 139 107 42 3!006 
·*Merle Curti,.The Markin~ of an American'Community: A·Case Stud~ of. 
Democracl in a Frontier CountI (Stanford, California: Stanford Univer-
sity· P,ress, ~957), p. ~O4 •. 
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TABLE XXII 
iNTERMARRIAGES IN LAWRENCE, MASSACHUSETTS 
FOR MARRIAGES OCCURRING IN 
1865, 1875 and ,1882* 
, . Wife's Husbandts Nativity 
; Nativity Native Canadian. NW Eruope Irish Total 
1865 ' Native 139 .. 4 10 8 161 
. Canadian· 6 7 2 2 17 
t NW Europ~ 4 2 47 5 58 
. Irish 6 3 6 97 112 
., . 1865 Total 155 16 65 112 348 
: 
.. 
1875 
1882 
Na'tive 147: 9 28 12 196 
Canadian 9 19 1 1 30 
NW Europe 11 1 49 12 73 
Irish 6 3 13 74 96 
1875 Total 173 32 91 99 395 
Native :195 8 19 19 241 
Canadian 25 '30 2 1 58 
NW Europe 19 • 3 89 7 118 
Irish 21 ' 1 6 62 90 
1882 Total 260 42 116 89 507 
*Donald B. Cole, Immigrant City, Lawrence, Massachusetts, 
1845-1921' (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University of 
North Carolina, 1963), p. 219. 
The'Bo~ton intermarri~ge rate3 for the years 1863 to 1865 was 
25.9' percent (2,012 cases of intermarriage. in a total of 7,785). 
Lawrence, Massac~usetts'4 had a generally increasing rate of inter-
marriage over a three decade period, rising from'16~6 percent in 1865 
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(58 cases in 348) to 26.8 perc~nt (106 cases in 395) in 187.5 and then 
dec~easing slightly in 1882 to 25.8 percent (131 cases in 507). 
Figures for Portland indicate a similar pattern, with the per-
centage of interm~rriage increasing over the three census years p In 
1860 there was a 15.9 percent rate of intermarriage (74 cases of .inter-
marriage between persons of ~ifferent national origin)~ By 1870 that· 
figure 'had risen to 316 cases or ~2. 3 percen~, and 'by 1880 had re'ached 
, 28 .. 4 percent (882 cases)" 
The difference between the intermarriage tendencies of native 
men and women in Boston was slight, being only 18.2,and 17.0 percen~ 
respect~ve1y. And, in La~renc~J native women were in 1865 and 1875 
~ likely to engage in inter.marriage than were native men, although 
in'1882 this, was reversed w:tt~ a 25.0 percent rate fO,r native 'men, and 
only a 14.9 p~rcent rate for native women. However, Portland inter-
m~rriages, like 'those in Trempealeau County, were m~re, likely to be' 
between native women and foreign men than'between -native men and 
fore'ign 'women. 5 This tendency was due, perhaps, to the greater ~umber 
of immigra:nt men, whic~ not only made fot;'eign women more "in demand" 
with~n-th~ir own g~oupsJ but which forced foreign me~ to seek, as 
"second choice" Wives, : American WOmen. Although, ,where foreign wom~n 
, ' 
were more likely,to be employed, as in the mills of Lawrence,. Massachu-
setts, or where pe'rhaps J ,t~ey were more numerous, this detriment could 
be overcome. 
It should be emphasized, however, that most people sought, and 
found, a marriage partner within their own ethnic group.6 If the data 
on Portland, and the other areas was further refined as to the number 
, 
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of marriages betwee'n the foreign stock portions of the native pop~la­
tion and foreig~ born, the figures on intermarriage would probably 
be, substanti~lly reduced. 
, , 
l'ieve,rtheless, the fact that urban ·communities such as Portland, , 
Boston and Lawrence had basically the same 'rate of intermarriage ,as 
the predominantly agricultural frontier area of Trempeal~au County 
seems to challenge ~rederick Jack?on Turnert~ thesis; intermarriage, 
, if 'considered an index of' the workings of democracy and acculturat~on, 
occurred no more often on the frontier than it did in urban areas. 
And if we consider the rate of intermarriage' in the~e areas as above 
IInormal~n his implied pes~imism that democracy was a product onl!" of 
a rural frontier can be, cha~lenged as well. 
: . 
1· 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV, 
1Mer1e Curti, The. Making of an American Community: A Cast. Study 
of Democracy in a Frontier County (Stanford, California:, Stanford 
University Press, 1957). p. 104. Mr. Curti I.S calculations on the, 
percentage of intermarriage appear to be wrong. The figure should read 
20.9 percent, rather than 29 percent, if his figures of 630 inter-
marriages of 3006 total ~rriages are ~ed. 
2Curti, Making of' an Ameri~an Community, p. 104-106. 
. 30scar Handlin, Boston's Immigrants; A Study in Acculturation' 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University'Press, 1959), p. 2S9. 
4D~nal B. Cole, Immigrant City; Lawrence, Massachusetts, 1845-, 
-1921 (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1963), p. 219. ' 
5Figures for'Portland in all three census periods confirm 
Mr. Curti t s statement (ltEven after a score of years the fo,reign born 
woman was less likely to marry an 'American' than was her brother." 
p. 104). However, Mr. Curti's own figures for 1880 contradict this 
statement (see in particular the number of Norwegian women married 
to American males). ' Only 233 foreign born males married American 
women, while 316 foreign born females married American men., Curti's 
1860 data does, however, support his' assertion. 
6The only groups, in all areas considered here, not to show 
this pattern were the Canadian and British women in·1863-l865 Boston, 
who each married 'more American men than men from th~ir own ethnic 
group. 
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CHAPTER V 
FAMILY STRUCTURE 
The formalistic structure of the family, as represented in the 
. . 
census ~y household construction, can tell us much about the role, 
definitions.for women and what ty~e of values were placed on family 
life. Most Portlanders, from al~ ethnic groups, in all three census. 
periods, apparently set'value on the nuclear family, for approximat~ly 
60 percent of all families were simple conjugal'households~l 
. The largest group with a st,ructure other than the nuclear family, 
was t~e f~ily that took in boarders~ the so-called augmented house-
hold •. Although the proportion varied from group to group and ove~ 
~ime, about one-quarter of all families had persons living in their 
homes who were not relatives. In comparison, only a small percentage 
(2.·4% in· 1860, 2.5% in 1870) had kin'members or extended family living 
with them. The proportion increased fairly significantly in 1880, 
however, to 8.4 percent. Those famili~s who opened their home to both 
kin and boarders also comprised a very small percent of the population, 
ranging between 2 and 4 percent. There oft-times were children present· 
\ 
in the home that had a different surname, being either wards or children 
from a previous marriage. This aberration decreased over the period, 
from 5 percent in 1860 to only I percent in 1880. Generally speaking, 
then, Portland families were constructed in the simple mother, father 
and children form, although the addition of boarders and/or kin occ~rred 
often enough not to be considered "deViant." 
i' 
I' 
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TABLE XXIII 
PORTLAND FAMILY 'STRUCTURE, 1860-1880* 
1860 1870 1880 
Nuclear 300 (62.4%) 975 (63.0%) 1,981 (59.8%) 
w/Boarders 131 (26.4%) 458 (29.6%) 874 '(26.4%) 
w/kiri. . 12 ( 2.4%) 39 ( 2.5%) ·278 ( 8.4%) 
other children .25 ( 5.0%) , 43 ( 2.7%) 34 ( 1.,0%) 
w/kin and 18 ( 3.6%) 34 ( 2.1%) 138 ( 4.1~) 
boarders 
TOTAL 486 (99.8%) 1,.547 (99.9%) 3,310 (99.7%) 
Source: Manuscript Census Schedules, Mu1tnomah County, City of 
Portland,and East Portland, Oregon, 1860, 1870, 1880. 
There were, however, striking differences among the. ethnic groups 
, .. 
as to the proportion of nuclear families, those with'kin or those wit~ 
.... '.. boarders, and often changes· within the group over time'. 
Discounting ~hose groups which comprised les~ than 1% of the 
. total number of families present in 1860 ~he Gennan community had the 
, lo~est proportion of nuclear families and the highest proportion of 
f~milies with boarders. 'The Irish, on the other hand, had the highest 
percent of ~luclear families and those with ~in·. The British. had the' 
lowest percentage of boarders, but the highest proportion with boarders 
and extended families. The native born population came in,neither' 
first nor last in 'any category, but was consistently' .naverage~ it 
. '.
The ~bove p~ttern was follo~ed'fairly consistently for all groups 
in·1870. The only change among the groups discussed 'was that the Brit-
ish.surpassed th~ Irish in percent of both ~uclea7.family a~d family 
with kin pre$ent • .'· . 
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As the population ~ncreased, several other ethni~ groups reaehed 
numbers large enough to be .considered ,significant in the analy'sis. 
The French g~oup, while very small, followed the German community in 
.its low"nuclear, high boarders pattern. The Canadian, the "other" and 
the black groups tended to be. fairly close to the native American 
averages, although the range often varied several percentage points in 
either direction. 
By 1880 significant shifts became apparent for several of the 
ethnic groups, several mo~e groups were considered (the Scandinavians 
and'the Chinese), and ,some general changes were registered fo~ the pop-
ulation as a who1e~ The percentage of nuclear families and .those with 
boarders both droppe,d slightly in l880~ Families that had kin present 
jumped 6 percent' and' those with boarders and extended family rose 2 
percent. 
The Chinese community, comprised for· the first time primarily. 
of families, showed a marked propensity to take in boarders and, there-
fore, had one of the lowest percentages of nuclear families. The' 
Scandinavian group followed the native American pattern, but bad a 
higher percentage of families with boarders and a lower proportion of 
those with extended family. High numbers of households with boarders 
and few with extended family se~ms ·to be a pattern for fairly recent 
immigr~nt groups. The German community, in except~on to the general 
trend, had an increase of 10 per~ent in the nu~lear family category. 
Although in "keeping with the drop in families with boarders apparent 
,i1), 1880, the Germans dropped about 20 percent', as opposed to the general 
decrease of 2 pe~cent. As the German population in Portland grew 
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62 
about threefo'ld, ~his trend seems, peculiar, The group was, perhaps, 
becoming large enough that more families could step out of ~heir role 
as "aid in housing" for more ,recent immigrants. And, it seems likely 
that economic advancement of the German communitY'.in general, or the 
better fin~cial standing of the more recent immigrants were also 
factors. 
In 1880 the native born American group had, at 9.7 percent, , 
the highest portion of exte~ded families (except for ,the French with 
11.7%), and the highest with boarders and 'extended families at 5.1 per-
cent (except for the blacks who were less than 1 percent of the popula-
tion). Why this should be so seems linked to the ,relative inaccessi-
bility of Portland to major transportation systems. Immigrants from ' 
the old country wouid not only have a harder time getting to Portland 
because of the distance and expense, but would find only limited oppor-
.tunities for, at least, industr;a1 employment. 
The fact that the extended family category jumped for all groups 
in 1880 seems to be explained by ,the growing maturity of'the population, 
making it possible that some of the older settlers lvould be living with,' 
ma~ried children. That Portland had been estab1ish~d for over twenty 
,yeq.rs and was proven more t~an 'a "boom" town would also make it more 
likely that relatives would undertake the migration. 
, , 
, While it is obv~ous that the nuclear family was 'the no~ and 
, ' ' domi~ant.str~cture, a fairly sizable portion of families took in boarders. 
, This tende~cy is due, undoubtedly, to the shortage of housing ,usually 
f~Und in r'elatively recent urban centers, compounded by ~he major fire 
of 1873 which set'back building'accumulation. The 1880 census was 
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. gathered in July and August, which also probably affected results. A 
larger transient population would be present in, summer months due to 
the increased employment opportuni~ies in shipping, lumbering, fishing, 
and local agriculture. Transient male,s were, of 'course, those most 
likely to be boarders •• This study's c?ding techn,iques a'lso possibly 
,'raised the figures for boarders. Relatives, if they were the wife's 
. , . 
kin, could no~ be coded as such because name differences made these 
distinctions invisible, ,and although the 1880 census was supposed to 
iist each person.' s relationship to the head of the household, this : 
was not alw~ys done. Servants were also listed as boarders, because, 
in 'many cases it was impossible to tell w:hether they were' "1i've-inn 
servants, or merely boarding with a family and working "out. n For the 
banker's family, of course, it was likely the domestic was a live-in 
servant, but for an Irish or native carpenter's family" such certainty 
was not possible •. 
. Speculation as to the furth~r,meaning of this data on family 
structure in Portland can be better channeled when some sort of compara-
tive trends are analyzed. 2 Virg~nia MeL'7ughlin,~ s data for the Italians 
in Buffalo, New York (1905) and Herbert Gutman's recently published 
data for New York City Jews and Italians (1905) and, especially, his 
study of four major ethnic groups in Pate~son, New Jersey (1880) fulfill 
that' need. 3 . 
Gutman's 1880 data fo~ four major eth~ic groups in Paterson, New 
Jersey brings to light some significa~t' variations in family structure 
from that of Portland. Portland's families tended to be less often '~~u- \ 
clear, . to have fewer extended families and to mor'e often take in boarders. l 
1 . 
'. ' 
j , 
I' . 
I 
I ! . 
" 
.. 
."'- , .' 
". 
65 
TABLE XXVII 
COMPARATIVE DATA ON FAMILY STRUCTURE: 
PORTLAND, OREGON a AND 
.. PATERSON. NEW JERSEyb t 
1880 
Native British German Irish 
Pater- Port- Pater- Port- Pater- Port- Pater- Port-
son 'land son land son land son land 
Number of 
households 1030 2007 1519 217 727 398 '2300 313 
Nuclear 65.7% 59.9% 73.9% ,61.3% 78.1% 62.8% 73.1% 65.4% 
Extended 18.7 14.8 . 13.·5 12.3 10.3 8.3 13.6 6 .• 9 
Ausmented 19.0 30.2 14.6 28.9 13.1 30.4 15.3 30.2 
TOTAL %c 103.4 104.9 102.0 102.5 101.5 101.5 102.1 102.5 
~ Data gathered from the Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multnomah 
County, City of Portland and East Portland, Oregon, 1880 • 
.. , b Herbert G~ Gutman, "Work, Culture, and Society in Industrializing 
'America, 1815-1919," American Historical Review, June, 1~73, p. 562. 
c Households with both extended family and boarders were counted 
twice making totals over 100%. 
Both the native and British groups in Paterson had abo~t 5 per-
cent more nuclear families than did Portland. The difference for the 
Irish was 10 percent and for the Ge'rman group, almost ZO percent •. The 
Portland gra,ups had more augmented ho~eholds, which made' the differ-
ence, offset slightly by the fact that the Paterson group had, by ,a 
small margi~, more extended families. 
It appears that the relative difficulty. cost, and distance to 
be overcome in getting to Portland vastly affected its "pull" for 
immigrants and native Americans, thereby cut~ing down the utilization 
of kin ties in Portland. That the British had the smallest differ-
ence is perhap~ expl~in~d by the direc~ shipping connection to London, 
established in the late 1870's for Oregon wheat. Several German 
" 
• 
,I 
, 
; . 
i 
! 
I ) , 
commercial establishments had offices in Portland. which would also' 
help explain the ~all margin for this group as w~ll. Both the 
Ge~n and British immigrant tended to be in a bette~.f1nancial 
situation, which prob~bl~ affected the tendency to move further West • 
. The uindividualism" of the West could also have' affec;ted the inclina'!* 
tion of either the parents .to live with married offspring o~ young 
.' . . 4 . 
marrieds to' reside ~ith parents. 
'The .vast d~fference in augmented households seems to be caused 
by the previously'ment~oned reasons of the possible housing sh?rtage, 
inereaseq transient population due to the season, and the special 
tt1naceuracy"'problems'in dealing with census materials .. These would 
offset the figures somewhat, but further reasons for th~ difference 
, seem pl:obable. Paterson. ·like most nineteenth century cities, had 
grown rapidly only a short time before Gutman's study and was decidely 
not an old, concentrated, urban area. In contrast Portland's relative 
isolation and ~ewne~sf its fronfier conditions, and its length of 
.established stability ~de a difference. 
Enough major differences result ,from comparisons without using 
~ata taken from eras twenty-five years apart. Nevertheless, McLaugh-
lin's and Gutman's 1905 data seems important enough, and quantified mate-
. 
rial on. the family is scarce enoug~. that the risk of methodological 
weakness' is worth taking. To compound the transgress~on, the whole 
of Portland's 1880 data will be compared. in block, with the specific 
ethnic groups (the Jews of New York City and the Italians for New York 
City and Buffalo, NeW York). No attempt will be made, however, to 
, '. ~ 
find "reasons" for the differences; they. will simply be noted. 
! ' 
.. "", .. 
I : 
I 
I 
l· 
I ,-
I • 
! 
TABLE XXVIII 
'COMPARATIVE DATA ON FAMILY STRUCTURE: 
, PORTLAND, OREGON, 1880 AND 
NEW' YORK JEWS AND ITALIANS, 
1905 
6.7 
Italians, 1905 
Buffalo, ma 
Jews~ (;905 
N. Y.C. 
Italians, 1905 
N.Y.C.e 
Total Pop ~ , ' , 
Portland. l8S0d 
Number of 
Households 2388 374,3 3207 3310 
Nuclear 74.0%' 48.6% 59.9% 60,8% 
Extended 12.0 ,11.8 2'3.2 12.5 
Augmented 14.0 43.1 21.1 30.5 
TOTAL %e 100.0% 103.5% 104.2% 103.8% 
a Virginia McLaughlin., "Working Class Immigrant Families, First 
Generation Italians in Buffalo, New York," unpub. paper, p. 10-11. 
b He~bert G. Gutman,. "Work, Culture, and Society in Industrializing 
America, 18l5-l9l9,fJ American Historical Review, June, 1973, p., 588. 
c Ibid., p. 588. 
d Data gathered'from the Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, Multno-
mah County, City of Portland and East Portland, Oregon; 1880. 
e Households with both extended family and boarders were 'counted 
twi'ce making totals over 100%. 
B'uffa10 Italians' had the 'highest proportion, of nuclear house-
holds and New York City Jews the lowest. Por,tland's population, New 
, York City Jews and Buffalo's Italians had almost exactly the same. 
pe~centage of,extend~d families. New York City Jews had the highest 
'number of augmented householdS, surpassing Portland's figures by some 
13 percent, who in turn'were about ~O percent higher than New York 
City Italians. 
What is apparent from this data is that the dominant family 
structure for:America generally was the nuclear 'household. Important 
variations do appear, however, for different groups, different areas 
and different times. ' Enough families deviated from the nuclear family 
1 . 
. 
I 
I. 
68 
norm, however, to question seriously the belief that autonomous families 
in the late nineteenth century stood, alone, nagai~st the city.uS 
" ' 
I, 
NOTES TO CHAPTER V 
, IFamily structure data here considered is, 'unfortunately, based 
on the ethnicity of the wife, rather than the head of the household, 
as it is in all' other studies of family structure~ This error was 
not recognized until the study was "going to press." The "correc~H 
',data can be extracted fr<;nn the data, on file at the Oregon Historical 
Society. Se~ Appendix A ~or ~ further discussion of this problem. 
, ,2Richard Sennett, Fa'xnilies Against the City (Cambridge, Hassa.:;. 
chusetts.: Harvard University Press, 1970) included single member 
IIfamilies" in his computation of family structure. This methodo-' 
logical error made his other figures on family structure "offn and 'not 
very h~lpful for ~omparison~ (see below) 
Family Structure in 1880 Union Park, Chicago* 
NUmber Foreign Native 
Single :member 1,087 . 11.1%' 8.3% 
Extended 1,186 11.4% 9.5% 
Nuclear 9,731 87.5% 82.2% 
TOTAL 12,004 100. % 100. % 
3M~Laughiin, "Working Class Immigrant Families, If; Herbert G. 
9utman, "Work, Culture, and Society in Industrializing America, 1815-
19l9,n American Historic.ai Review, 78 (June, 1973), p. 531-588. 
, l 
" 
. 
"j 
l, 
I" 
I 
i' 
I ! ' 
; . 
CHAPTER VI . 
WOMEN AND WORK 
The late nineteenth' century has commonly been reco~ni'zed as ,the 
period when American industrialization accelerated and,moved into a 
, . 
.. distinctly "mQdem" pattern. The meaning of work~ the demands an4 
pay of employment, changed as a ,predominantly agri·cultural society 
:. moved into ,industrialism. Women had, pf course, played a .majo'r role. 
in the early textile mills and in the 1890's 40minated several in~us-
tri~s such as 'garments' and tobacco, and had hecome important as part 
of the labor force generally. 
But an analysis, as undertaken here .. of the d~fferent occupations 
women en~ered and the affect of marriage, age and ethnicity on employ-
ment .must be projected against this obvious reality; although the 
proportion rose over the three census period, most women i~ P.ortland 
did not wo~k outside the home. The two largest cohorts of adult 
women were housewives, by far the dominant group, and those "at 
hc;>me'," who were not'employe~,for wages, but were not hou~ewive~. By 
. . . 
adding those women who were students and those in the Uother" category 
'(hospitalized, i~s'ane, traveling or occupation unknown), this non-
employed group made up the vast majo~ity,of adult ~Qmen in Portland. 
, What is appa~ent in Portland during' the period of this study 
is that industrializa~ion was not yet developed enough.to offer 
women ~mployment opportUnities. Portl~~d simply had no need for a ' 
larg~ fact'ory labor force, an area where' women had found employment 
, , 
I 
, I 
I' 
I 
.~ , 
71 
in other urban centers. Comm~r~e a~d shipping, which were strong ~n' 
Portland, were not open to women an4 the day when women entered the 
white-collar world as office and sales workers were still ahead. Women 
in Portland therefore worked in areas typically their own: domestic 
service, teaching, nursing, prostitution, the sewing trades and running 
boarding houses. . 
, The major variable affecting the possibility of a woman working 
was her marital status. In 1860 only four married women worked, in 
1870 a mere 32 and by 1880 there were 196. Married women who worked 
were 'clustered in several occupations, the largest of whi~h ~as seam-
stres~ work. In 1880· 2.2 percent' of the mar~ied women were seam-
stresses o~ milliners. Boa~ding house keepers and professional women 
each totaled slightly less than 1 percen~, 'with domestics, teachers, 
,proprietors and. semi- and unskilled workers each were appro~ima~ely 
.5 percent. ' This pattern see~ to indt'cate some married women worked 
'in fami~y enterprises, a fe:w worked in ~iddle class, "respectable" 
occupations and the rest entered low paid, unskilled employment. 
Approximately two-thirds of all widows in 1880 did not seek 
emp.loyment, but ,rath~r were found to :t>e still filiing the housewife 
role or, were nat home," presumably living with married offspring. 
Nearly 10.percent were found to be employed as seamstresses and as 
board~ng' house keepers. Domestics and professionals comprised about 
5 percent each, Unskilled workers were 2.5 percent and p~ostitutes, 
. 
. proprietors and teachers' each comprised about 1 p·ercent. 
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Several changes wer~ appar.ent for widowed wom~n from 1870. More 
were employed, the primary gainers being seamstresses and boarding 
house keepers. Domestics as a proportion of widows decreased by 5 
percent~ Portland's increased size probably offered the widowed woman 
expanded horizons as to employment possibilities. But again, these 
occupations were characterized primarily by instability, uncertainty, 
low pay and the fact that they required few skills a normal marrie4 
woman did not have contact with. 
Unfortunately, prostitution was one of the major occupations.9f 
divorced women, perhaps lending credience to the belief, then. current, 
that divorced women were somehow unrespectable. Seamstresses and board-
i~g house keepers w~re also prominent occupations. Divorced women 
h~d the highest proportion of any marital group of clerical workers, 
. propriet~rs, professionals, ·seamstresses, and teachers. 
It should be noted that half of all widows and'divorcees were' 
witho~t' child!en _,present in the home, 'R factor' undoubtedJ.-y affecting 
the number who sought employment. However, only one-third of the 
divorced women did not work as opposed to two-thirds of the widows. 
This was undoubtedly influenced by the fact that divorcees did not 
receive an ninheritance" as did widows and so were forced to rely on 
their own employment for suhsistenc~. 
While single women comprised the majority of working women, large 
numbers of single women ~ere not. employed ~t a~l. 'Nearly 40 percent 
of single women simply stayed at home, apparently awaiting marriage. 
Another 15 percent were in school. Domestics' ,were almost totally 
single women and this occupation was entered by approximately 20 
I 
.j 
\ 
74 
percent of the total single adult female population. The only other 
maj or occupation was as seamstresses. Teachers, profe.ssionals 
(primarily nuns) and prostitutes embraced minQrities of single wpmen 
(4.6%, 3.2%' and 2.4% respectively). Skilled workers appeared for the: 
. , 
first time in 1880 and single women filled these few occupationa almost, 
totally. 
Paid employmen~, it can be discerned from these breakdowns, was 
not a major consideration for most women in Portland during this,era, 
throwing further importance. back on woman's role in, and relation to, 
1;he family •. 
Age distributiDn for the various occupations complements ,the 
variable of marital st~tus in attempts to define the working woman. 
, , 
'Generally, the working woman was young ~ pr~4ominantly un,der ~O years 
, , , 
o.ld. ' . ~ut bY'1880, the', distribut,ion for most occupatio~s touched all 
. . 
age groups, although it was still heavily weighted toward the, younger 
woman. Domes'tic servants were in 1880 increasingly clu~tered in the 
youngest categories (43.6% were under twenty). Almost three-fourths 
, , 
of the seamstresses and teachers were under thirty years of age in 
1880. All skilled workers were under twenty-five. Proprietors and 
professionals were more evenly distributed and, where concentrated, 
were more heavily represented in the middle aged than ~y other occupa-
tional group. 
It was apparent' in the analysis of marital patterns that certain 
ethnic groups had a propensity for conservative marital patterns. The 
influence of cul~ural backgrounds, religious ideology and ethnicity 
also profoundly alfe~ted work patterns. 
I 
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, The native born' Americans. while they had one of the smallest· 
proportions of housewives, in '1880. had the largest perce~tages of 
those "at home, n te~chers" skilled and clerical workers and the second 
largest p,roportion of seamstress~s and those trin ,school. II The ' only' 
change over 1870 was the increase of those "at home" and in 'all 
occup'ations generally, offsetting the sharp decrease in the number of 
hO.usewi ves • 
The Canadians. due to the large number'of nuns. had the 1arge,st 
< • 
proportion C?f professional women. They also had more "at home" and' 
in school than did most of the 'other ethn~c groups. 
, The Scandinavians had in 1~80 the largest pe~centage of domestics, 
replacing the blacks who had the highest in 1870. The b1~ck community 
had. in 1880, the highest proportion,of women in school (7.1%)~ The 
Chinese had in 1870, by far, the la~gest proportion of' prostitute's 
(68.5%), but h~d nc:>ne in 1880. The· French, however" had a 13.5 per-
centage in this category. The Chinese di4 have the hig~est percentage. 
in the unskilled laborers (laundry workers) .in 1870 and in the seam-
stress category (27.2%) in 1880. The British had the smallest propor-
tion of wor~ing women in 1880, with the Ge~an and native Americans 
following fairly closely. In 1880 the 'French had the highest propor-
tion of proprietors', and the Irish had the highest percen~age of 
boarding house keepers. 
A more ca~eful consideration of ·the most important occupational 
categories follows" but this brief survey brings into focus, not only 
'the'differences,between ethnic groups and female ~~ployment ~endencies 
and patterns, but aiso the chang~s apparent within the group itself 
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over time. ~ the city grew and areas of possible employment opened 
up, certain groups were better suited to take advantage of opport~-
ities or were more inclined, to do so because of their attitudes. The 
.' c~ltural backgrounds of their eth~ic 'groups deeply affected these 
choices, while' the urban environment and the econQmic situation 'of 
, , 
the times .formed the options open. 
, , , 
Outside of the housewife and nat home" categories, domestics ,made" 
up the largest occupational cohort, and, if only "paid" employmen~ . 
is considered, more women were domestic servants than any other oCc'upa-
·tion. Domestics' almost exclusively were single and almost invariably 
young. ' In 1880, 76.9 percent'were under thirty years of age, repre-
'senting a 'definite increase over 1870 when only 65.7 percent were under 
thirty (34.2% were under twenty, as opposed to 43.6% in 1880), 
The Irish were almost the only domestics in Portland in 1860, 
hut by 1870 native Americans had twice as ma~y in ~his category as 
the Irish. By 1880 the ~rmans had as many as the Irish and the 
,.' Scanclinavians had a good portion, but again, the nati ye Americans. 
made up the vast ~jority (193 domestics of a ~otal,of 369 were native 
born).'. ' 
Familiar skills and a chance to work for a number of years before 
, , 
"marriage seem to have o,ffset the low pay inherent in this occupation 
, enough to draw sign'ificant numbers into it. Although few domestics 
were found in Trempealeau County, Wisconsin by Merle Curti's study,l 
this appears to be an aberration of the national trend. Oscar Handlin, 
in his study Boston's Immigrants, ~ound 3,107 domestics in 1850 Boston, 
, . 2 . 
of which 2,227 were Irish.' An analysis of the federal census shows 
I 
I 
.' 
I· 
! 
I. 
i 
79 
in both'1870 and 1880 approximatel~ 900,000 women·worked nationally 
as domestic~, cooks, housekeepers and in other "public housekeeping lf 
occupations. By 1880 that number rose-to 1.3 mi11ion. 3 Far more -) 
women worked in' the homes of ot~ers,_ as servants, than in any other 
occupation. 
Sewing ~as a vital source of income for many women and the number 
employed in this way nationally made it the sec~nd most important 
. 4 
occupation for the lat~ nineteenth century woman.' Portland again 
reflected this nationa~ trend, for dress making, millinary and other 
seamstress'variations comprised the second largest cohort of emplo~ed 
women. The demands of an urban area are clearly needed before any 
large numbers of women can find employment in this a~ea. Only two 
seamstresses were present in Portl~nd in 1860, but increased to 36 
in 1870 and to 247 in 1880. The 'age of these women was slightly older 
than ~or most other ~ccupations, only 63.1 percent were under 30 in 
1880. Although the Chinese in 1&80 had the highest, .proportion of 
'seamstress of any ethnic group; the native born dominated w~th almost 
75 percent the industry. 
Teachin$ school was one of the few white collar, middle class, 
5 "resp~ctable,tt occupations ope~ to women' and as such, presents an 
interesting study of American attitudes. Native born women w~re, 
almost excluSivelY', the only ones' employed as teachers. They were 
predominantly young (in 1880, 71% were under 30). They were usually 
single, although in 1880 a portion were married (18.5%), differing 
,significantly from national tendencies (in 1890 only one' teacher 
,! 
/ 
____________ --____ ~ ________ ------------------------------------------------J 
. ' 
I 
I 
i· 
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nationally of twenty-five was married6). There were also 4 divorcees' 
and 4 widows teaching school in Portland' in 1880. 
Catholic nuns, some of which taught sc~ool in the several parochiai 
schools in Portland, were not inc~uded in'this occupational category. 
, They did, however, swell the rank's of the professional, category, m~king, 
, , 
in 1880, that cohort reach almost 100., Other professional women filled. 
such "genteel" occupations as Uauthoress" and arti,st; although nurses',. 
also ca~egorized (perhaps .mistakenly) as professionals, were ~uch ~ore 
numerous. Portland' also had several woman physicians in 1880., 
A much smaller group, but fairly significant for. future dire.ctions t 
were the skilled women workers, present only in ·1880. These 22 women 
were all under 25 years of age and were over 90 perc;e,n.t t).ative born~ 
~uch occupa~ions 'as printers, book 'binders and telegraph ope,rators 
were' included. National figures· indicate very few women in these 
groupings, although the numbers 'rose significantiy from 1870 to 1890. 7 
8 .... 
A number 'of women in Portland in 1880 were propriators, , although 
t~eY'made upl~ss than'l percent of the adult female population. In 
contrast to the skilled worker, half of these women were foreign 
born and nearly half were married. Their age was also more evenly. 
distribut~d with the middle ranges being more heavily represented than 
the young. These women were often involved in a family business. 
National figures9 indicate that women were becoming more and more 
likely to establish and run their own businesses, w~ich seems a con-
sequence of loosening societal attitudes against women working and 
advancing economic rights of women under the law. 
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Although school w~s not actually an occupation, it certainly was 
an activity of increasing numbers of Portland women during this era. 
Several important assertions can pe made in regard to this student 
'category. All women'students were of' co~rse young and unmarried. 
The increase in the number of femal~ students, ~owever, suggests not 
only growth of higher education institutions in Portland, but also 
the availability of those,facilities to women, who 30 or 50 years before 
would not have had acce~s to them. Higher education was~ secondly, 
. appa~ently acceptable only for native born American women, for in 1880 
when 212 native women wer~ listed as students, no other ethic group 
had more than 7. Although, undoubtedly, a portion of these native born 
students had foreign born parents, ,it is significant that only 21, 
~oreign bo~ women·were &oing to any form of a higher educational 
institution. American women had Hthe edge" not only in this category, 
but in most' of the better occupations, bringing to light not only 
questions about the equality of economic opportunities ,but' also the 
democratic tendencies of the city. 
The,lSsO Federal Census Compendium broke down male and female 
occupation according to age and a general categorization of areas of 
employment for 50 cities, which provides data for .comparison with" 
Portland's employment patterns. Two Eastern cities (Lawrence, Massa-
chusetts and Paterson, New Jersey) we're selected from the list because 
they had a fairly small female labor force and because they had been 
used for comparison in previous portions qf this study. The only 
Western cities (Denver, Colorado and San Francisco, California) cited 
in the Compendium listing, were also used for comparisons. 
I '. / 
, ' 
Denver,. Col. 
Lawrence, Mass. 
Pat'erson, N.J. 
San Francisco, 
Calif. 
TABLE XXXiI 
OCCUPATIONS OF WOlmN, AGES 16-59,10 
}N SEVERAL AMERICAN CITIES, 1880 
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All Occu-, Agriculture Professional Trade & Manufacturing', 
pations & Personal 'Transport. ,Mechanical' 
1,619 3 1,085 74 457 
6,907 1 800 131 5,97'5 
4,455 2 893 145 3,415 
13,376 25 7,873 453 5,025 
The only major difference in employment for women, aged 16-59, 
. . 
between Portland and the Eastern cities, was that the vast majority 
in P~terson and Lawrenc~ found occupations in manufacturing. San 
Francisco,' as an established, large urban area, followed this pattern 
closely. In D~nver and in Portlan~, ~owever, women were more likely 
t~ be found in the professional and personal service occupations. 
~ut, even Denver had more 'women in manufacturing than did Portland, 
even when Por;land's seamstresses are categorized as manufacturing 
employees (some were, of course, but to say all were is a definite 
. stretch of reality). ' 
It is opvious that where women could get employment in manufac-
turing they preferred it to domestic service, despite,its long hours~ 
hazardous working conditions and low pay. That only industrialized 
urban areas could offer these employment opportunities should not, 
detract from this preference. W~man's supposed loyalty to, and pref-
erence for, her "naturalll sphere, the home, was quickly forsaken for 
'industrial employment. This is not, of course, to say that women 
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preferrec;l industrial employme.nt to their O\vn homes, but rather" to 
working in the homes of other women, as a servant. It is probable 
that 'as Portland matured and developed industrially·women would move 
out of the domesttc and service occupation and into'trade and manufac-
turing. Between 1860 and 1880, however, Portland had n~t reached,that 
stage, so wpmen entered the only occupations open tp th~m, 'and in 
increasing numbers. 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE WORLD OF WOMEN 
The hi~tory 'of American. women has yet to 'be written with anyth.ing 
. approaching completeness. Women have left few histo;,"ical records., but 
the statisti,cal picture of the observable. realities' of their lives, as 
this 'study has tried to develop, can give some definition to the world. 
of women, or, at least, can serve as'a ba~e for the' further study of 
women's culture. 
'. " ,The ne~,methodology of historians is particularly suited for the 
study of' women. 'The psychology of women· is needed to understand the 
person, her thoughts and perceptions and feelings behind the histor.ical 
facts. The sociology of women is needed to understand how the insti-
tutions and processes of society shaped the choices of her personal 
life. The study of art, musi~, literature and the anthropological 
concept of culture can refine that understa~ding. Historians need to 
go beyond the documented events of American life in the nine,teen th 
century to get into th~ "heads" of the people that the shaped the cul-
ture an~ society of the times. History, and especially women's history, 
must be the creative use of intuition, perception and empathy. 
What this study has- provided is the rough framework within which 
Portland's' women worked out their' choices .and lived out their lives. 
M~rriage and family were the center, obviously. Despite the Victorian 
deificatiOn o'f family life, and the current .realization and abhorance 
of the 'chains inherent in that kind of closed system for women, it 
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should, be recognized that women's perceptions of their ,options were 
not so limited as we may suspect. It is apparent that many women did 
,not marry and most marr,ied at an older age then is currently the case. 
While 59.9 percent of Portland's adult women were married in 1880, the ( 
1960 figures for women over 14 years of age were 65.9 percent nationally . 
, ,'and 68.9 percent in Oregon. Single ,women compr.ised, at 29.6 percent,· 
a larger po~tion of the female population in 1880 th~n they did in 1960, 
when figures were 19.1 percent nationally and 16.2 percent in Oregon. 
Economic con&iderations undoubtedly figure heavily in this turn 
of affairs, for industrialization has made ,it easier to support a 
. " ,faml.ly. Birth con,trol t~chniques, at least the more sophisticated 
ones. in use today, allow women to marry withou~ the fe~!, ~~.~a:vin.&-
II 
children. These considerations h~ve lowered the age of m~rriage. 
The nineteenth century woman entered the labor market., not so 
much to ,augment the family income, which is often the. case. presently,. 
but because she did not want to "settle d<:>wu, If marry and have' 
children at an early age. And, if at the age of 25 o~ 30 $he. was not 
married,' society still provided a place for her and her male counter-
part. If this was not the case, the,re would have been fewer single 
persons in the older age groups. The world of work, in other words, 
was chosen by some women as an alternative to the role of 'Ciife and 
mother. 
The importance of ethnic cultural heritage is apparent throughout 
this st~dy. A woman's nativity affected her major life 'decisions. The 
fact that ethnic~ty has not died out in America is testimony to its 
strength and importance. As children are socialized according 
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·to parental 'and c'ommunity standards, the family becomes the primary. 
instrument OE cultural transferral. 
The family, aS,transmitter of culture, as an economic unit, as 
an 'institution most wpmen chose ,to en~er, and an area where theY,did 
(and,do) hold power, must be studied historically. Without an under-
,stand~~g, of this ba~ic and vital area, ,studies 'of poli~ical and 
'economic structures are worthless. It seems that through the study 
" 
. of the ~amily, and some of the broader aspects of society, such a~ 
religion and social classes, knowledge and understanding of, and empathy 
for, the culture o~ women will result. And, the understanding-of 
women historically is essential, indeed tantamount, to the understand-
ing of Western society and the nature of humankind generally. 
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APPENDIX 'A .' 
" , 
METHODOLOGICAL' NOTE 
Th~s appendix is the culmination ,of a year of blundering about 
the mysterious world of quantitative methods and computers. The 
information, I knew, ',was in the Federal Manuscript Census Schedules, 
b~t to get it to the form presented in this study took many steps, 
which I will recount here both in hopes of saving others from the many 
mistakes 'and backtracking I endured, and to acquaint the reader with 
my methodology to serve as a basis for'criticism. 
Firs~, I found, in detail, what was recorded in the census and 
" then ,thought extensively on the questions I had to ask of this data. 
I constructed "flow charts" of how to g~t -=rom that question backwards, 
to the data. 'lfuen the information I needed became apparent, I made a 
coding schematic, so that the census material, recorded in English, 
-cou~d be transposed into Fortran, a computer language. Each column 
, ~ . . 
.' or set of colunms was cqncerned with a certain variable, such as 
'ethnicity, and each 'number or numbers in that column represented a 
component of the variable, such as the ethnic group, Irish. (See 
below for the coding schematic used in the study.) 
Once the tedious work of 'codi~g the data was complete, the in-
fo~ation was'punched on com?uter cards using the same schematic. 
The program was constructed {based on the flow charts previously 
mentioned) telling the computer, an IBM·ll30, where the information 
was located on the card· and how-it was to.be condensed and interpreted. 
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The computer print-~uts were then de~coded back into English and I was 
rea~y to analyze the data. 
The first several steps mentioned are the mos.t important in 
te~s 'of the success of the ve~ture, for they serve as the blue print 
for'the study and the foundation upon which the programing itself must 
~est. ,Luckily for this study, some of the errors'made in' these steps 
can be. corrected by the program, but only after extensive and; 'com-
plicated juggling. 
. ~eing a historian and wishing to be able to trace everything back 
to a real person, each card.was numbered consecutively to match the 
names recorded with the data on the original coding she~ts. Other 
~ses can be made of these, with possibilities for tracing over the 
three census period just one. 
Not realizing the ultimate size of the adult female population 
in Portland and drasti~ally underestimating its rate of growt~, I 
rejected'the idea of sampling. For current studies, sampling is 
'valuable, but when historical phenomenon is the.interest, it seems 
, . 
~ecessary to s tri ve for a more IIholis tic" view, espec~ally in areas· 
such as women's' history where so little i's known., ·However, the popu-
lation that resulted was almost too large to work with in any g~eat 
depth or detail. A much smaller study is recommended, especially to 
,anyone unfamiliar 'with quantification •. 
, .. Some p~~blems in dealing with the census ma~erials arose that 
have undoubtedly affe~ted the results, o.f the study. ' The 'census is, 
of course, inaccurate and must be approached wit~ caution. Ages,. 
occupations, marital status and reiationship to the head of the 
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household were often simply not recorded, and women were especially 
pr~ne·to· this kind of oversight. 
The husband's (or where appropriate, the father's) occupation 
was recorded. The categories used by Stephen Thernstrom in his study 
Poverty and Progress were employed. I became dis~atisfied with ',his 
condensed categories, but at a "point where the benefits ga~ned from 
:going back, devising my oWn classifications and recoding, simply did 
not outweigh the time factor. The non~manual classi;ication bothered 
me, for bank presidents and bookkeepers were lumped together, though 
. they certainly ~ere not in the same socio-economic class. Livery 
s~able 'owners had to be classIfied as unskilled, manual laborers, 
because Thern'strom did ~ot have a category for petty proprietor. 
The male occupation-variable, with some reworking, could still, per-
haps, be usable. My misgivings, however, kept me from using the data, 
which I had originally hoped would shed some light on the question 
of social'classes. 
As note4 in Chapter V, the data on family struc~ure was computed 
using the wife's ethnic~ty as the base. This error weakens the study's 
possi~ilities for comparison,' as all other work done in the area of 
family structure use husband's or the'head of the household's ethnicity. 
I was completely taken ~back when the error was pointed out to me, for 
. although I knew eve'ryone else used the male orientation, for my study 
on women that for:mat never occurred to me. And, in view of the find-
tngs of sociologists, I wonder if perhaps it'is even more meaningful 
to compare family structure based on both male and female ethnicity. 
• I 
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It is known that kin contact ana ti~s for the current American family 
are predominantly with the wife's relatives. Was this true in the 
nineteenth century? The question of inheritance, puch as Greven 
studied for Andover; Massachusetts, show the presence, to some degree, 
of patriarchies. Social structural questions such as utilization of 
kin ties may bring to light historical matriarchial tendencies. 
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CODING SCHEMATIC 
'Variable 
CensUs Year 
Age ' 
Marital 
Status 
Occupat:l.on 
'Data 
.-
·6 ••• ~S60 
.7 •.•• 1870 
8 ••• 1880 
Actual, in ·years, 15 and over 
l ••• single 
2 ••• married 
3 ••• widowed 
4 ••• divorced 
S ••• unknown 
l ••• housewife 
2 ••• domestic, housekeeper 
3 ••• prostitute 
4 ••• 1n school 
5 ••• at home 
6 ••• teacher 
7 ••• n.urse 
S ••• c1erk 
9 ••• laundry 
10 ••• cook 
11 ••• seamstress, ,furrier, glove 
maker 
12 ••• actress, elocutionist 
13 ••• merchant, capitalist 
14 ••• laborer, cigar maker, factory 
worker 
15 ••• boarding house keeper 
16 ••• nun . 
17 ••• saloon'keeper 
18 ••• hotel keeper . 
,19.' •• book agent 
,20 ••• t1doubtfulll 
21 ••• artist 
22 ••• traveling 
23 •• ,.keeper of a house 
24 ••• hair dresser or weaver 
25 ••• resauranteer, confectioner 
26 ••• physician . 
27 ••• authoress, editor 
28 ••• waitress 
29 •• ' • fish dealer 
30 ••• druggist 
Column Variable Data ' 97 
3~book binder 
32 ••• milliner; carpet weaver,' ,straw 
hat dyer 
f 33 ••• cigar stand 34 .... carpenter 
3S ••• printer, telegraph operator, 
" 
'photographers assistant 
98 ••• insane, hospitalized 
99 ••• unknoWn . 
7-8 Ethnicity l~ •• native-born 
i· (woman's) 2 ••• Canadian 3 ••• German 
4 ••• Sc~ndinavian 1 
S ••• Chinese 'j 
f 6 ••• British<1 Scot, 
Welsh 
7 ••• Irish 
S ••• French 
9 ••• American Indian 
10 ••• not used 
11 ••• Other 
12 ••• Black 
·99 ••• Unknown 
I' 9 ,Head of l ••• yes i 
Household 2 ••• no 
10-11 Number of acutal number 
Children 99 ••• none 
12-13 Ethnicity 1 ••• native-born 
J (husband's) 2 ••• Canadian 
~ 3 •• '.German 1 
I 4 ••• Scandinavian I 
S ••• Chinese 
1 6 ••• British, Scot,. Welsh 
1 7, ••• Irish' I, 
8 ••• Frencl1 
" 9 ••• American Indian 
10 ••• not used 
11 ••• Other 
12 ••• Black 
. 98 •• ' .not applicable 
99 ••• unknown 
14 Male Occu- l ••• non-manual 
pation . 2 ••• skilled . 
3 ••• semi:"skilled ' 
4 ••• unskilled 
5 •• ~unknown,·not applicable' 
6 ••• 'farmer 
L 
I 
I 
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Column 
15, 
1?--22. 
End 
, . 
Variable 
Residence 
~ '" 
Faml.ly 
Structure 
Name 
reference 
, . 
, , ". . '~ '. 
98 
Data 
1 ••• mm home (1860, 1870 only) 
2 ••• rent (~8~O, 1870 only) 
3 ••.• board 
4 ••• not used 
5' ••• live. with family 
6 •• ,. insti t utions 
7 ••• single unit 
,1 .... conj ugal: (nuclear) 
2 ••• with boarders 
3 ••• with extended family 
4 ••• not used 
S ••• not applicable 
6 ••• wards, children not recog-
nizably conjugal 
23 ••• boarders and extended family 
26 ••• boarders an~ children not 
conjugal 
36 ••• extended family and children 
not conjugal 
consecuti ve numbe'ring to match 
name listed with data on code 
sheets 
, . 
I. 
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Condensed Category 
House~V'ife 
Domestic 
Prostitute 
In school 
. At home 
Teacher 
Seamstress 
Boarding house 
Professional 
Proprietor 
Clerical 
Skilled 
. Semi and unskilled 
Otller 
99 
WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONS 
Occup~tiorts Included 
Housewife. 
Domestic, housekeeper. 
Prostitute "doubtful' n keeper 
. , , 
of a "house. 1t 
In school. 
At home • 
Teacher. 
·Seamstress, furrier, glove maker, 
milliner; carpet weaver, stra~ 
hat dyer. 
Boarding house keeper. 
Nurse, nun, actress, elocutionist, 
hotel keeper, book agent, artist, 
physician, editor, auth~ress, . 
druggist. 
}~rchant, capitalist, hair dresser 
and weaver, confectioner, res-
tauranteer, fish dealer, cigar 
stand. 
Clerical, sales person. 
Book binder, printer; telegraph 
operator, photographer's assistant, 
carpenter. . 
Laundry, cook, laborer " cigar maker, 
factory worker, saloon keeper, 
waitress. 
Traveling, insane, hospit~lized, 
unknown. 
j, ," 
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APPENDIX B 
ADDITIONAL DATA DEALING WITH AGE, 
ETHNICITY AND VARIOUS CORRELATES FOR 
PORTLAND WOMEN~ 1860-1880 
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